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INTRODUCTION I
The initial Arkansas Water Quality Management Plan (AWQMP) inventoried and
identified nonpoint sources of pollution which adversely affect water quality
while developing and recommending control strategies and the institutional
arrangements and management programs to reduce or eliminate these problems.
Nonpoint sources of pollution to Arkansas' streams were identified as agri-
cu1turet si1vicu1turet miningt urban runofft and roadway erosion. These land
use activitiest Best Management Practices (BMPs) and management agencies
identified to implement a control program were discussed in Chapter V of the.
AWQMP.
The statewide nonpoint source assessmentst an important part of the AWQMPt gave
us our first wide angle view of the state's nonpoint source pollution problems
as they relate to existing land use activities and current management practices.
We now have information which shows us where the worst soil erosion problems
are and the number of pounds of pesticidest herbicidest and fertilizers that
were used in individual watersheds.
An important step in creating the nonpoint source data base was completed with
the publication of these assessmentst but many questions have yet to be
answered. Though we know where erosion is the worst and where large quantities
of chemicals are being uti1izedt we still have to prioritize problems and problem ~
areas or qualify and quantify actual delivery to Arkansas streams and lakes.
Thereforet the objectives of this two part report are: (1) determine the degree .~
.and type of nutrients (nitrogen and phosphorus) available in time and space to
Beaver Reservoir which can be used as an indicator for management decisions in
the operation of the reservoirt and (2) determine what management practices or
control measures are available and practical under the present laws and
regulations of this area.
Beaver Reservoir is located in Northwest Arkansas on the White River. The
reservoir is a 1t600tOOO acre-foot impoundment which supplies water for over
100tOOO users including the cities of Bentonvi11et Fayettevi11et Rogers and
Springda1e. The portion of the reservoir above the water supply intake is only
5 percent of the total Beaver Reservoir Watershed. The importance of the upper
White River drainage area in terms of input to the reservoir is also obvious
from flow datat e.g.t 90 percent of the flow at the intake is contributed by
the Westt Middle and Main Forks of the White River and by War Eagle Creek.
The predominant land uses in the total watershed of the reservoir are forest
and agriculture which account for about 60-65 percent and 35-40 percent of the
total areat respectively. Most of the agricultural activities in the water-
shed are related to production of chickenst cattle and hogs. Although' only
680 cattle were reported in 1979 significant numbers of chickens (20 million)
and hogs (22tOOO) were reported. Between production cycles the animal manure
is typically spread as fertilizer onto fields. The fescue grass in the fields
takes up nutrients and thus reduces wash-off into streams. The predominant
rocks of the area are 1imestonet shale and sandstone. Thereforet these rocks
would supply little if any phosphate, nitrate and ammonia via runoff or
groundwater.
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THE APPLICATION OF THE ALGAL ASSAY BOTTLE TEST TO DEFINE
POTENTIAL ALGAL PRODUCTION THROUGH TIME AND SPACE
IN BEAVER LAKE
RIchard L. Meyer, Ph.D., PrIncIpal InvestIgator
W. Reed Green, B.S., Research AssIstant
INTRODLCTION
The 81gal 8ssay bottle test 8S employed on the upper thIrd of
Beaver L8ke Is desIgned to 8pply a modlflc8tlon of LIebIg's Law of
..; the MInimum to posItIonal 8nd seasonal events for use In develop-
Ing 8 basis for 8pproprl8te InstItutIonal m8nagement practIces.
The sIgnIfIcant ImplicatIon of the protocol Is Its potentIal to
dIfferentIate between the nutrIents present, as measured by chemI-
cal 8nalysls, from those available for algal growth 8nd to detect
the effects of certaIn chemIcal species which InhIbIt algal
growth. WIth the addItIon of known concentratIons of 'speclfled
nutrIents the assay can provIde an Indication of whIch nutrIent or
nutrIents may be I Imltlng algal productlon~ If an Imbalance of
nltrogen-to-phosphorus r8tlo exIsts. The In vitro experimental
.protocol can detect the presence of an growth InhIbitor when
nutrients 8re In adequate supply 8nd the physical conditions for
growth are present. The design, Including the use of a standard
test organism with test water from appropriate temporal 8nd
spatIal collections, will assist In determIning the status and
contribution of various levels of nutrIents and growth InhIbItors
assocIated with these collections. The dIfference between the
I Imltlng or InhIbItIng factor 8t the upper margIn and the lower
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margin of the spatial compartment can be used to estimate the
processing events occurlng within the compartment. The data
generated from these test can assist In selecting appropriate
management practices.
The protocol appl led In this study Is "The Selenastrum
ca~rJcornutum Printz Algal Assay Bottle Test" authored by W. E.
.~- M I I I er, J. C. Greene and T. Sh I royama for the U. S. EPA
(EPA-600/9-78-018). These tests are capable of Identifying the
I Imltlng nutrient based upon biological response and chemical
analysis with a total soluble Inorganic nltrogen-to-ortho-
phosphate ratio of 11:1. These tests also evaluate actual
production of a maximum standing crop based upon biologically
available nutrients and detect the absence of other growth
requiring nutrients. With the addition of a chelatlng agent the
Influence of certain metal I Ic growth Inhibitors can be estimated.
The protocol, which Includes checks and balances, Is structured so
: that unrel lable chemical analysis can be recognized.
The samples were collected at four time Intervals from selected
locations on the upper portion of Beaver Lake. These samples were
subjected to the complete test protocol and the maximum standing
crop was measured for each test condition. The resulting data was
cross compared with chemical analysis, calculated estimates and
maximum production without and with the chelatlng agent Ethylene-
dlamlnetetraacetlc Acid (EDTA).
.
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The optImal ratIo of nltrogen-to-phosphorus of 11:1 for
Selenastrum has been appl led to estimate nItrogen or phosphorus
limitation. Nitrogen or phosphorus are predicted as lImItIng If
the ratio Is less than or greater than 11:1, respectively, from
the chemical analysIs data. However, placement of a sample or
water body Into either a nItrogen or phosphorus I ImItatIon
category wIthout actual assay analysIs Is to be dIscouraged since
-,
.only responses based upon bloavallable nutrIents wIthout or wIth
the presence of a chelator verIfy I ImItatIon (MIller, et al.,
1978)
ThIs algal assay provIdes a standard method for measurIng and
calculatIng the growth potentIal of a water sample. The test
employs a standard organIsm, Selenastrum caprlcornutum PrIntz,
whIch Is unl Ikely to be present In the endemIc assemblage of
phytoplankters. In aquatic ecosystems numerous organisms Inter-
act wIth the chemical and physical parameters that Influence the
system and these organisms wIll react differently to sImilar
parameters. In additIon, the endemIc phytoplankton assemblage
changes In qualIty and quantIty through the annual cycle and
varIes In abundance and composItIon along the length of the
reservoIr. FIeld response of the endemIc plankters naturally
selected and/or adapted to the specIfIc envIronment may vary from
the estimates and results derIved from the laboratory analysis.
The Selenastrum alagl assay bottle test does however provIde an
experimental design whIch can be applied to the analysIs of the
-3-
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problems of eutrophication and toxicity within aquatic ecosystems.
MATERIAL AND METHODS
Spatial and Temporal Experimental Design
The experimental design Includes spatial and temporal sampling
as recommended by EPA procedures from upper Beaver Lake.
Spatial compartments.
',-'
Test water samples were collected from three lake compartments
with statIons at the end of each compartment. The compartments
were del Ineated by sampling sites In the 1) upper White River arm
at Arkansas HJghway 45 bridge, 2) the middle White River arm at
U.S. Highway 68 bridge, 3) War Eagle River arm et the Hickory
Creek recreational area, and 4) the lower lake at U.S. Highway 12
bridge. [See FJgure 1.J
Temporal com~artments.
Test water samples were collected four times during the spring
through fall JncludJng two summer sample sets. The fall sample
..
set was collected after a maJor runoff period and on the fall Ing
slope of the hydrograph. The Jnflow was great enough to produce
plug flow Into the upper reservoir. The conditions during collec-
tion of the other three sample sets were more stable and typical
for the season Involved.
In Vitro Bloassa¥
The field samples were collected by Arkansas Department of
Pollution Control and Ecology personnel. A portion of each
.4-
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sample was transferred to the UnIversity of Arkansas Phycology
Laboratory for processing end testIng. The remaInIng portIon was
used to conduct chemical assays by the ADPC&E.
The test water was fIltered through a 0.45 um membrane
fIlter. FollowIng fIltration the samples were dIvided Into 50 ml
el Iquotes In 125 ml test flasks end autoclaved. Control end
;: nutrIent additIons were edded to trIplicate test flasks.
TrIplicate repetitIons were used to confidently calculate standard
devletlon. Nutrient additIons to the triplicates were as follows:
1. Control (test water wIthout additions)
2. Control + 0.05 mg P 1-1 es K2HPO4
-13. Control + 1.00 mg N I es NaNO3
-1 -14. Control + 0.05 mg P I + 1.00 mg N I
5. Control + 1.00 mg Na2EDTA 1-1 -
-1 -16. Control + 0.05 mg P I + 1.00 mg Na2EDTA I
-1 -17. Control + 1.00 mg N I + 1.00 mg Na2EDTA I
.8. Control + 0.05 mg P 1-1 + 1.00 mg N 1-1
.-1 + 1.00 mg Na2EDTA mg I
The test alga Selenastrum ca~rlcornutum Printz was obtained
from Cerollna Biological Supply Co. (Cat. , 15-2520). The test
organIsm was grown as stock cultures maintained In log growth
,
phase using Miller, et ale (1978) culture medIa. Weekly transfers
were made In order to maintaIn log growth. An Inoculum equIva-
lent to 1,000 cell per mill II Iter was added to each test flesk.
-6-
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The test flasks were maintained under constant temperature
(24z0.5°) and continuous 400 ft-c fluorescent light. The fl8sks
were shaken twice dally for fourteen days.
The cells were harvested by filtering the test samples through
0.60 um membrane filters on day fourteen. The filters were dried
8nd weighed with a Mettler H-18 analytical balance. The resultant
data are reported In the AppendIx.
..
.~ DATA ANAL YS IS.
Interpretation of the 8ssay results 8re reported followIng the
protocol set forth by Miller et ale (1978). Maximum standIng crop
(MSC) was determIned by averagIng the trIplIcate measured millI-
grams of dry weIght obtained after the fourteen day test perIod
and factorIng thIs weight to milligrams per liter. MaxImum
.standlng crop by sampll~g sIte and date are reported In Table 1.
The values listed under "c" or control reflect the growth
potential of the ambient weter wIthout an Increase In nitrogen
("N") or phosphorus ("p") or the removal of heavy metals wIth EDTA
.
.("E"). The data produced from single or combined nutrIent addI-
tIons wIthout or with the chelator are used for further celcula-
tlons; Ie., growth potentIal, bIologIcal available nutrients, and
percent InhIbItIon.
The general tendency of growth response follows the expected
gradient of greatest productIon upstream and reduced productIon
dowstream. In May the growth response was markedly lower 8t the
-7-
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TABLE 1
GROWTH RESPONSE -MAXIMUM STANDING CROP (MSC)
BY SAMPL I NG DATE AND SITE
(MIll Igrams per LIter)
SITE C N P E N+E P+E N+P N+P+E
May 24, 1984
Hwy 45 4 10 14 26 36 24 20 106
Hwy 68 28 14 32 26 42 40 22 86
HIck Ck 30 10 30 10 10 48 32 70
..
Hwy 12 12 14 24 8 8 44 32 58
June 19, 1984
Hwy 45 128 182 134 156 290 160 168 302
Hwy 68 98 104 106 94 94 114 108 126
HIck Ck NO 102 128 104 104 126 130 140
.Hwy 12 106 104 128 98 104 126 134 152
July 31, 1984
Hwy 45 146 90 146 102 198 172 50 101
Hwy 68 10 6 12 6 2 26 14 32
HIck Ck 2 4 10 2 2 20 12 30
Hwy 12 4 4 14 6 0 14 22 16
October 30, 1984
Hwy 45 18 14 26 14 12 10 10 12
Hwy 68 10 16 16 26 16 50 22 48
HIck Ck 14 24 24 24 4 42 30 32
Hwy 12 2 2 2 6 0 8 4 6
-8-
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uppermost sIte, Hwy 45, th8n 8t the other sites. With the 8ddl-
tlon of EDTA the v81ue was 8pproxlmately the same 8S those et Hwy
68 8nd Hickory Creek. This higher productIon with the eddltlon of
EDTA suggest that Inhibitory heavy metals may be present.
The data from HIckory Creek reflects the Inflowlng waters of
War E8gle Creek. Only In 18te summer ere the growth responses of
Hwy 68 and Hickory Creek slgnlflc8ntly different. This dIfference
.;. Is probably rel8ted to the dIstrIbution 8nd contrIbutIon of storms
In the respective draln8ge basIns.
Total soluble InorganIc nItrogen (TSIN) 8nd ortho-phosphorus
(O-P) concentrations In the test water were obtaIned from ADPC&E
and used In calculatIng the predIcted MSC for e8ch test water
sample. TSIN and O-P yIeld factors of 38 and 430, respectIvely,
were used to determIne the expected yIelds [cf. MIller, et el.,
1978J. Under nItrogen I ImItatIon an "eddltlon of 1.0 mg of
nItrogen wIll support an addItional 38 mg of dry weight of~.
ca~rlcornutum, and under phosphorus limitation an addition of 1.0
: mg of phosphorus will support an additional 430 mg of dry wt.
To determine the lImIting nutrIent, the IndIgenous TSIN and
O-P concentrations of the test water were multIplied by theIr
correspondIng yIeld factor to calculate the possIble MSC supported
under these conditIons. The smaller calculated MSC value 8nd the
ratio of TSIN to O-P Indicate whIch nutrIent Is growth lImIting.
The nutrIent analysts, nJtrogen-to-phosphorus ratto, the predIcted
IJmJtJng factor and the calculated MSC for each test w8ter sample
-9-
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are reported In Table 2.
Based upon the chemical analysis and the comparison of the
nltrogen-to-phosphorus concentratIons a dlstlncltve pattern of
spatIal dIstributIon emerges for the sprIng through late summer.
The upper two sItes (Hwys 45 & 68) are nItrogen lImited but becOme
phosphorus durIng the fall. However, the lower sIte (Hwy 12) Is
; conslstantly phosphorus lImited. War Eagle Creek (Hick Ck), In
contrast to the upper White River, was limited by phosphorus.
The chemIcal data were used to calculate a probable maximum
standIng crop (CALC MSC). These data can be compared with the
maximum standIng crop measured (MEAS MSC) by the algal assay
bottle test. The differences between the two data sets are
":" related to analytical error, dIfference In chemical and blologT-
cally avaIlable nutrients, and the presence of growth InhIbItors.
Bloavallable phosphorus and nitrogen concentrations were
calculated by dividIng the measured MSC of the test by either the
.TSIN or O-P yIeld factors. The MSC resultIng from the phosphorus
or phosphorus plus EOTA ~ddltlons were divided by the nitrogen
yield factor (38) to calculate bloavallable nItrogen and the MSC
resultIng from the nitrogen or nitrogen plus EOTA additions were
divided by the phosphorus yield factor (430) to calculate blo-
available phosphorus. Bloavallable nutrient data and calculated
results wIthout and with EOTA additions are reported In Table 3
and 4. These data are used to estimate the presence and Impact of
-10-.
TABLE 2
NUTRIENT DATA -LABORATORY ANALYSIS.
NITROGEN TO PHOSPHORUS RATIO, PREDICTED LIMITING FACTOR, CAlCULATED
MAX I MUM STAND I NG CROP, AND MEASURED MAX I MUM STAND I NG CROP
(Milligrams per Liter)
SITE CHEM ANA N:P PRED LIM CALC MSC MEAS MSC
TSIN O-P RATIO FACTOR C N P C N P
May 24, 1984
Hwy 45 0.62 0.06 9.711 Nitrogen 24 62 24 4 10 14
Hwy 68 0.77 0.09 11.711 Nitrogen 29 67 29 28 14 32
Hick Ck 0.99 0.02 45.9:1 Phosphorus 9 9 30 30 10 30
Hwy 12 1.07 0.02 53.5:1 Phosphorus 9 9 30 12 14 24
June 19, 1984
Hwy 45 0.92 0.46 2.011 Nitrogen 35 73 35 128 182 134
Hwy 68 0.12 0.03 4.011 Nitrogen 5 43 5 98 104 106
Hick Ck 0.39 0.02 19.511 Phosphorus 9 9 32 nd 102 128
Hwy 12 0.24 0.02 12.011 Phosphorus 9 9 30 106 104 128
July 31, 1984
Hwy 45 4.93 1.65 3.0:1 Nitrogen 187 225 187 146 90 146
Hwy 68 0.09 0.06 1.511 Nitrogen 3 41 3 10 6 12
Hick Ck 0.99 0.02 49.5:1 Phosphorus 9 9 30 2 4 10
.
.Hwy 12 1.07 0.02 53.511 Phosphorus 9 9 30 4 4 14
October 30, 1984
Hwy 45 1.41 0.08 17.611 Phosphorus 34 34 56 18 14 26
Hwy 68 1.47 0.08 29.4:1 Phosphorus 22 22 43 10 16 16
Hick Ck 0.87 0.04 21.8:1 Phosphorus 17 17 39 14 8 24
Hwy 12 0.14 <0.01 14.011 Phosphorus 4 4 26 2 0 2
.Nitrogen and phosphorus analysis conducted by Arkansas Department
of Pollution Control and Ecology.
-11-
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TABLE 3
BIOASSAY DATA -[WITHOUT EDTA]
CALCULATED BIOAVAILABLE NITROGEN AND PHOSPHORUS, CALCULATED
NITROGEN-TO-PHOSPHORUS RATIO, CALCULATED LIMITING FACTOR, CALCULATED
MAXIMUM STANDING CROP, AND MEASURED STANDING CROP
(Milligrams per Liter)
SITE BIOAVAIL N:P CALC LIM CALC MSC MEAS MSC
N P RATIO FACTOR C N P C N P
May 24, 1984
Hwy 45 0.37 0.02 18.5:1 Phosphorus 9 9 30 4 10 14
Hwy 68 0.84 0.03 28.0:1 Phosphorus 13 13 34 28 14 32
Hick Ck 0.79 0.02 39.5:1 Phosphorus 9 9 30 30 10 30
Hwy 12 0.63 0.03 21.0:1 Phosphorus 13 13 34 12 14 24
June 19, 1984
Hwy 45 3.53 0.42 8.0:1 Nitrogen 134 172 134 128 182 134
Hwy 68 2.79 0.24 11.6:1 Equal lb. 103 144 125 98 104 106
Hick Ck 3.37 0.24 14.0:1 Phosphorus 103 103 125 nd 102 128
Hwy 12 3.37 0.24 1.4.0:1 Phosphorus 103 103 125 106 104 128
July 31, 1984
Hwy 45 3.84 0.21 18.3:1 Phosphorus 90 90 112 146 90 146
Hwy 68 0.32 0.01 32.0:1 Phosphorus 4 4 26 10 6 12
Hick Ck 0.26 0.01 26.0:1 Phosphorus 4 4 26 2 4 10
Hwy 12 0.37 0.01 37.0:1 Phosphorus 4 4 26 4 4 14
October 30, 1984
Hwy 45 0.68 0.03 22.7:1 Phosphorus 13 13 34 18 14 26
Hwy 68 0.42 0.04 10.5:1 Nitrogen 16 54 16 10 16 16
Hick Ck 0.63 0.02 31.5:1 Phosphorus 19 19 30 14 8 24
Hwy 12 0.05 0.00 <5.0:1 Phosphorus ---2 0 2
-12-
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TABLE 4
BIOASSAY DATA -[WITH EDTA] i.
CAlCULATED BIOAVAILABLE NITROGEN AND PHOSPHORUS, CAlCULATED
NITROGEN-TO-PHOSPHORUS RATIO, CALCULATED LIMITING FACTOR, CALCULATED
MAX IMUM STAND I NG CROP, AND MEASURED STAND I NG CROP
(Mllllgrems per Liter)
SITE BIOAVAIL N:P CAlC LIM CAlC MSC MEAS MSC
N P RATIO FACTOR C N P C N P
Mey 24, 1984
Hwy 45 0.63 0.08 7.9:1 Nitrogen 24 62 24 26 36 24
::. Hwy 68 1.05 0.10 10.5:1 NItrogen 40 78 65 26 42 40
Hick Ck 1.26 0.02 63.0:1 Phosphorus 9 9 30 10 10 48
Hwy 12 1.16 0.02 58.0:1 Phosphorus 9 9 30 8 8 44
June 19, 1984
Hwy 45 4.21 0.67 6.3:1 Nitrogen 160 198 160 156 290 160
Hwy 68 3.00 0.22 13.6:1 Phosphorus 95 95 116 94 94 114
HIck Ck 3.32 0.24 13.8:1 Phosphorus 103 103 125 104 104 126
Hwy 12 3.32 0.24 13.8:1 Phosphorus 103 103 125 98 104 126
July 31, 1984
Hwy 45 4.53 0.46 9.8:1 NItrogen 172 210 172 102 198 172
Hwy 68 0.68 0.01 68.0:1 Phosphorus 4 4 26 6 2 26
..HIck Ck 0.53 0.00 <53.0:1 Phosphorus ---2 0 20
Hwy 12 0.37 0.00 <37.0:1 Phosphorus ---6 0 14
October 30, 1984
Hwy 45 0.26 0.03 8.7:1 NItrogen 13 13 34 14 12 10
Hwy 68 1.32 0.04 34.0:1 Phosphorus 17 17 39 26 16 50
HIck Ck 1.11 0.01 111.0:1 Phosphorus 4 4 26 24 4 42
Hwy 12 0.21 0.00 <21.0:1 Phosphorus ---6 0 8
-13-
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heavy metal Inhibitors.
Percent growth Inhibition (%114) was calculated by subtracting
the measured MSC of the treatments wIthout EOTA from those wIth
EOTA and dividing by the MSC with EOTA, then multiplying by 100.
Percent inhibition calculated from measured maximum standing crop
is reported In Table 5.
The dIrectly measured reduction in growth data clearly
.~: indicates the presence of heavy metal inhibitors. These inhibi-
tors tend to be concentrated at the Hwy 45 (11-85%) site with a
rapid decl ine to undetectable inhibition down lake. This gradient
is disturbed as flow Is increased to some critical level. The
October 30 sample was collected following heavy rainfall and
increased streamflow. These events diluted the concentration of
inhibitors at Hwy 45 below a detectable level or replaced the
ambient water with uncontamInated water. The inhibitors were
pushed further down lake in front of or with the plug flow. The
storm related impact resulted in growth reduction of 62% and 68%
..at Hwys 68 and 12, respectively. The affect extended beyond Hwy
12 and encroached into War Eagle Creek (42% inhibition).
It should be noted that the inhibitors have the greatest
impact on phosphorus related growth response whenever inhibItion
occurs and when nitrogen is available in adequate amounts. The
inhibition associated with nitrogen I imitation is most evident in
the upper two sItes (Hwys 45 & 68). These data suggest that
certain of the heavy metals inhibiting algal growth are indepen-
-14-.
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Teble 5
PERCENT INHIBITON CALCULATED FROM MEASURED MAXIMUM STANDING CROP
WITH A~ WIT~UT EDTA
(~114)
DATE SITE C+E vs C P+E vs P N+E vs N P+N+E vs P+N
May 24, 1984
Hwy 45 85 42 72 81
Hwy 68 0 20 67 74
HIck 0< 0 38 0 54
:;. Hwy 12 0 45 0 45
July 19, 1984
Hwy 45 18 16 37 44
Hwy 68 0 8 0 14
HIck 0< 0 0 2 7
Hwy 12 0 0 0 12
July 31, 1984
Hwy 45 11 15 55 50
Hwy 68 0 54 0 56
HIck 0< 0 50 0 60
Hwy 12 0 0 0 0
..October 30, 1984
Hwy 45 0 0 0 0
Hwy 68 62 68 0 54
HIck 0< 42 23 0 6
Hwy 12 66 75 0 33
-15-
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~dently dIstrIbuted along the lake length and selectIvely effect
the avallabll Ity of phosphorus and nItrogen.
Percent reductIon In bloavallable nutrIents due to InhIbItIon
was calculated by subtracting the bloavallable amount of the
nutrIent wIthout EDTA by that wIth EDTA and divIdIng by the later,
then multIplyIng by 100. Percent reductIon In bloavallable
nutrIents due to InhIbItIon Is reported In Table 6.
:. InhIbItIon may Interfer wIth several bIologIcal processes or
may reduce the avallabll Ity of nutrIents. The amount of reduced
growth whIch can be accounted for by reductIon In bloavallable
nutrIents varIes temporally and spatIally.
The reductIon of avaIlable phosphorus Is restrIcted to the
upper sItes of Hwy 45 (75%> and Hwy 68 (70%> durIng the sprIng and
Hwy 45 (37 & 54%> throughout the summer. Interference In nlt~ogen
avallabll Ity tends to be more wIdely dIstrIbuted than phosphorus.
All sItes show nItrogen InhIbItIon (20-46%> durIng the sprIng wIth
the upper sItes In the summer (16-70%>. Only the down lake sItes
.are effected durIng the fall rapId flow perIod (68-76%>; the Hwy
45 sIte shows no detectable InhIbItIon. War Eagle Creek (HIck Ck
sIte> has nItrogen InhIbItIon durIng the sprIng, late summer and
fall but none durIng mId-summer (37, 51, 43, & 0, respectIvely>.
The specIfIc heavy metal InhIbItors remain to be determIned.
-16-.
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Teble 6
PERCENT REDUCTION IN BIOAVAllABLE NUTRIENTS DUE TO INHIBITION
<%114)
DATE SITE PHOSPHORUS NITROGEN
May 24, 1984
Hwy 45 75 41
Hwy 68 70 20
HIck 0< 0 37
:;. Hwy 68 0 46
July 19, 1984
Hwy 45 37 16
Hwy 68 0 70
HIck 0< 0 0
Hwy 12 0 0
July 31, 1984
Hwy 45 54 16
Hwy 68 0 53
HIck 0< 0 51
Hwy 12 0 0
.October 30, 1984
.Hwy 45 0 0
Hwy 68 0 68
HIck 0< 0 43
Hwy 12 0 76
-17-
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RESULTS
NItrogen I ImItatIon
In those test water samples In whIch It has been determIned
that nItrogen Is the prImary lImItIng nutrIent (Table 7),
phosphorus Influences growth as the secondary lImItIng nutrient.
In all cases, the eddltlon of nItrogen changes the nItrogen-to-
phosphorus ratIo resultIng In e transItIon from nItrogen
.~: I Imltat Ion to that of phosphorus as I nd Icated by the measured
maxImum standIng crop results.
Phos~horus I ImItatIon
In those samples whIch are phosphorus lImIted (Table 7) the
samples remain phosphorus lImited even wIth the addItIon of more
-phosphorus. This Is due to the hIgh nltrogen-to-phosphorus ratIo
end Is confIrmed by the measured maximum standIng crop results.
GrOtith InhIbItIon
SubstantIal levels of growth InhIbItIon occur In a number of
test water samples (Table 5). Removal of the InhIbItory effect
-.wIth the addItIon of EOTA results In greater measured maxImum
standIng crops. Growth InhIbItIon Influences the calculated
bloavallabll Itv of both phosphorus and nItrogen (Table 6). The
data from the test water treatments wIth the addItIon of EOTA
are more responsIve to nutrIent addItIons than those In which
InhIbItIon occurs and as a result are more sensItive as e measure
of the Influence of nutrIents wIthIn these samples. The Increased
growth wIth the addItIon of EOTA suggests that adequate trace
~18-
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Teble 7
LIMITING NUTRIENT AT EACH SITE BY SEASON
DATE SITE LIMITING NUTRIENT
May 24, 1984 Hwy 45 Nitrogen
Hwy 68 NItrogen
HIck Q( Phosphorus
Hwy 12 Phosphorus
July 19, 1984 Hwy 45 NItrogen
Hwy 68 Phosphorus
HIck Q( Phosphorus
Hwy 12 Phosphorus
July 31, 1984 Hwy 45 Nitrogen
.Hwy 68 Phosphorus
Hick a< Phosphorus
Hwy 12 Phosphorus
October 30, 1984 Hwy 45 Phosphorus
Hwy 68 Phosphorus
Hick Q( Phosphorus
Hwy 12 Phosphorus
-19-.
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elements required for growth are present and that the reduction In
measured MSC Is associated wIth an InhibItor.
S~atlal and Tem~oral Com~artments
A correlation exIsts between the compartment sample sItes,
growth InhibItIon, nutrIent concentration, and nutrient I ImIta-
tion. The upper two sample sites (Hwy 45 & 68), show relatively
greater growth Inhibitory affects. With the removal of the
InhibItor the higher nutrIent concentratIons result In higher
production. These two sites are nitrogen I Imlted wIth a secondary
phosphorus I Imitation. However, HIghway 68 Is phosphorus limited
In early summer (June 19), as are both Hwy 45 and 68 In the fall
(October 30). In the fall Hwy 45 shows no InhIbItory effects;
however, InhIbItIon was noted at the other sItes. ThIs dlsplace-
" .ment down lake may be associated with heavy runoff and plug flow
prIor to sample collectIon. Hickory Creek and Hwy 12 show little
If any Inhibitory effect during the spring and summer, with the
exception of HIckory Creek (July 31). In all cases these two
sItes are phosphorus I Imlted and contain lower concentratIons of
nutrients and lower production potential.
Seasonal InhIbitIon Is highest In the spring, but all seasons
experIence some level of InhIbition especially at the upper
stations. However, the eaffects of Inhibition may be dIsplaced
down lake by Increased Inflows. Nutrient levels are highest In
the summer, June 19 and July 31; with the greatest concentrations
-20-.
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et the Hwy 45 sIte. NItrogen levels tend to vary more between
seasons than do phosphorus levels. NutrIent I ImitatIon remaIns
relatIvely stable wIthIn the spatIal compartments durIng the
seasons except In the fall where hIgh raInfall produced dIlutIon
and a plug flow of nutrIents through the system.
SUMMARY
-These algal essay bottle tests clearly IndIcate that phos-
";-
phorus Is not the sIngle limItIng nutrIent In Beaver Lake. In the
up-lake compartments nItrogen may be I Imltlng. The lImItIng
factor and Its dIstrIbutIon down-lake may be Influenced by season
and by physIcal and chemIcal factors.
The presence of chemIcal parameters whIch I Imlt maximum
standIng crop must be consIdered In understandIng the events
occurrIng In the upper reaches of Beaver Lake. The assays Indicate
the presence of an InhIbItor but the present test protocol cannot
detenmlne eIther the specIfIcIty or orIgIn of the InhIbItor.
The results of thIs research program have more clearly defIned
the spatIal end temporal varIation In factors whIch Influence
productIon In Beaver Lake and have IdentifIed the probable
presence of an unknown InhIbItor or InhIbItors. More precIse
InformatIon on the affects of these I Imltlng nutrIents and
InhibItors would be benefIcIal In developIng approprIate
management strategIes.
-21-
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RECOr-t-1Et-lJATIONS
The upper portIon of Beaver Lake receIves ca. 80~ of the
draTnage basin runoff as well es the outflow of the City of
FayettevTlles' sewage treatment plant. From the research results
It Is obvIous that the actlvltTes on the draTnage basTn and any
modlflcatTons to the sewage outfell wIll have e dTrect Impact upon
algal growth. At the present time the draInage basIn Is beTng
~: modIfIed by expansIon of farmland, forestlng ectlvltles and urban
development. In response to thIs development, the CIty of
FayettevIlle Is expanding end modIfyIng It sewage treatment
facIlItIes. ThIs growth and development wIll result In contInuIng
changes In the Inflowlng qualIty of water Into Beaver Lake.
The present study marks a startIng poInt from whIch future
changes can be measured. The results demonstrate that reductIon
In both nItrogen and phosphorus are necessary If algal blooms are
to be managed at desIrable levels. Of partIcular Importance Is
the presence of heavy metals actIng as InhIbItors. The dIscovery
-of these InhIbItors suggests that qual Itatlve and quantItative
determInatIon of theIr orIgIn and dIstrIbutIon Is necessary If
epproprlete management practIces are to be employed. Future
growth and development wIthIn the Beaver Lake basIn requires that
the management practIces selected are cognIzant of the role of the
prTmary nutrIents, nItrogen and phosphorus, and of the InhTbltlng
factors on the productIvIty of the regTons prlncTple aquatIc
resource.
-22-
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Based upon the InformatIon ~vaTlable the followIng
recommendatIons ~re presented:
1) The algal assay bottle test protocol for nItrogen 8nd
phosphorus should be conducted 8t the upper lake samplIng
poInts on 8 monthly basIs In order to more clearly define
the seasonal varl~tlon In nutrient limitation.
2) The 81gal ~ssay bottle test protocol for heavy metal
.;
.Inhibition should be conducted In parallel with the
lImIting nutrient ~n8Iysls.
3) The prlnclp81 headw8ter streams should be monitored to
determine the contribution of nutrients from each of these
sources. The Influence of L8ke Sequoyah 8nd the sewage
discharge should be measured. The monItoring should
Include detennlnatlon of the algal growth potentl81 .vla
the 81gal 8ssay bottle test.
4) AssocIated wIth the contributIon of nutrients from
headwater streams 8n InvestigatIon to determIne
quality 8nd qu8ntlty of heavy metals should be conducted.
5) The preceding recommendations should be Implemented
Immediately and also prIor to and followIng the actIvation
of the new sewage treatment facility.
6) Strategies and protocols should be developed to conduct In
~ assays of nutrient 8nd heavy metal Influence on the
endemIc phytoplankton assemblages In order to measure the
-23-
true "In lake" Impact. These measurements would verIfy
the appl Icabillty of the algal assay bottle test as a sat-
Isfactory protocol monItorIng best management practIces.
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ALGAL ASSAY BOTTLE TEST DATA SHEETS
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ALGAL ASSAY BOTTlE TEST DATA SHEET
Ssmple Ident, Beaver L~ke I 1 Set Ident: Spr'ng
Ssmpl 'ng Dste: 24 ~rll 1984 Collector: E. Dunn
Ssmpl 'ng SIte: Wh'te Rv/Hw¥ 45 ReceIver: R. La Me¥er
Pretrestment:0.45um fltr/autoclaved ResponsIble Technlclsn:XBG
Innoculstlon Dste: 26 Apr'l 1984 CompletIon Dste:7 M~¥ 1984
Innoculum SIze: 1.000 cells per ml Test Volume: 50 ml
SPIKE* BTL' FINAL WT -INITIAL WT. NET WT** MEAN WT STD DEV
Contrl 1 91.2 91.0 0.2
2 88.4 88.2 0.2 0.2 0.0
3 88.3 88.0 0.3
P 4 90.9 90.2 0.7
;:. 5 92.6 92.0 0.6 0.7 0.1
6 91.8 91.0 0.8
N 7 90.6 89.7 0.9
8 93.5 93.1 0.4 0.5 0.3
9 86.3 86.1 0.2
P+N 10 91.6 90.6 1.0
11 88.8 87.9 0.9 1.0 0.1
12 88.8 87.6 1.2
E 13 91.4 90.1 1.3
14 90.5 89.3 1.2 1.3 0.0
.15 95.3. 94.0 1.3
P+E 16 93.2 92.4 0.8
17 92.8 91.5 1.3 1.2 0.3
18 95.3 93.7 1.6
N+E 19 88.4 86.5 1.9
: 20 91.9 90.1 1.8 1.8 0.1
21 89.7 88.0 1.7
P+N+E 22 92.9 87.0 5.9
23 93.8 89.1 4.7 5.3 0.5
24 96.0 90.7 5.3
-1 -1 -1
*Addltlons: 0.05 mg PI, 1.00 mg N I , 1.00 mg Na-EDTA I
**MIII Igrsms dry weIght.
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ALGAL ASSAY BOTTlE TEST DATA SHEET
Sample Ident: Beaver L~ke I 2 Set Ident: S~rlng
Sampl Ing Date: 24 A~rll 1984 Collector: E. Dunn
SamplIng SIte: Hlghwa¥ 68 BrIdge ReceIver: R. L. Me¥er
Pretreatment:0.45um fltr/autoclaved ResponsIble Technlclan:~
Innocul8tlon Date: 26 A~rll 1984 CompletIon Date:? Ma¥ 1984
Innoculum SIze: 1.000 cells ~er ml Test Volume: 50 ml
SPIKE* BTL' FINAL WT -INITiAl WT. NET WT** MEAN WT STD DEV
Contrl 1 94.9 92.9 2.0
2 92.5 91.3 1.2 1.4 0.4
3 93.7 92.7 1.0
P 4 87.9 86.5 1.4
5 91.3 89.7 1.6 1.6 0.2
6 90.7 88.9 1.8
N 7 86.4 85.7 0.7
8 89.8 89.2 0.6 0.7 0.1
9 91.1 90.2 0.9
P+N 10 96.7 95.7 1.0
11 94.7 93.5 1.2 1.1 0.1
12 93.2 92.2 1.0
E 13 94.6 93.2 1.4
14 87.0 85.6 1.4 1.3 0.1
15 90.5 89.4 1.1
P+E 16 90.3 88.1 2.2
17 87.4 85.6 1.8 2.0 0.2
18 90.6 88..7 1.9
: N+E 19 93.4 90.7 2.7
20 94.9 92.9 2.0 2.1 0.4
21 94.1 92.4 1.7
P+N+E 22 nd 106.0 nd
23 89.0 84.7 4.3 4.3 -.-
24 nd 87.5 nd
-1 -1 -1
*Addltlons: 0.05 mg PI, 1.00 mg N I , 1.00 mg Na-EDTA I
**Mrll Igrams dry weIght.
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ALGAL ASSAY BOTTlE TEST DATA SHEET
Semple Ident: Beaver leke I 3 Set Idents SRrtng
Sempllng Detes 24 ARrl1 1984 Collector: E. Dunn
Sempl Ing Slte:Htckor¥ Creek Boat Dk ReceIver: R. l. Me¥er
Pretreetment:0.45um fltr/autoclaved ResponsIble Technlclen:XBG
Innoculetlon Dete: 26 ARrtl 1984 Completion Dete:7 Ma¥ 1984
Innoculum SIze: 1,000 cells Rer ml Test Volume: 50 ml
SPIKE* BTL' FINAL WT -INITIAL WT .NET WT** MEAN WT STD DEV
Contrl 1 87.9 86.4 1.5
2 nd 87.2 nd 1.5 -.-
3 nd 89.7 nd
:. P 4 95.6 94.2 1.4
.: 5 nd 92.2 nd 1.5 0.1
6 95.2 93.7 1.5
.N 7 nd 92.4 nd
8 90.0 89.5 0.5 0.5 0.3
9 94.1 93.6 0.5
P+N 10 92.4 91.1 1.3
11 91.0 89.4 0.6 1.1 0.4
12 93.0 91.6 1.4
i~ E 13 nd ' 91.6 nd
14 93.5 93.0 0.5 0.5 0.0
15 92.3 91.8 0.5
P+E 16 94.5 92.2 2.3
17 97.4 94.8 2.6 2.4 0.1
18 95.0 92.7 2.3
.N+E 19 88.8 88.2 0.6
.20 91.0 90.5 0.5 0.5 0.1
21 89.4 89.1 0.3
P+N+E 22 94.5 91.3 8.2
23 95.3 91.6 3.7 3.5 0.2
24 96.9 93.4 3.5
-1 -1 -1
*Addltlons: 0.05 mg PI, 1.00 mg N I , 1.00 mg Ne-EDTA I
**Mllllgrems dry weight.
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ALGAL ASSAY BOTTLE TEST DATA SHEET
Sample Ident: Beaver Lake I 4 Set Ident: Sortng
Sampl Ing Date: 24 AQrll 1984 Collector: fa Dunn
S8mpltng Site: Hlghwa¥ 12 Bridge ReceIver: Ra La Me¥er
Pretreatment:0.45um fltr/autoclaved ResponsIble Technlclan:~
Innoculatlon Date: 26 A~rll 1984 CompletIon Date:7 Ma¥ 1984
Innoculum SIze: 1aOOO cells ~er ml Test Volume: 50 ml
SPIKE* BTl I FINAL WT -INITIAL WT z NET WT** MEAN WT STD DEV
Contrl 1 92.9 92.5 0.4
2 92.8 92.3 0.5 0.6 0.2
3 96.7 95.8 0.9
;. P 4 90.3 88.9 1.4
:~ 5 94.6 92.7 1.9 1.7 0.2
6 92.4 90.6 1.8
N 7 89.2 88.5 0.7
8 91.7 91.1 0.6 0.7 0.1
9 91.5 90.6 0.9
P+N 10 95.3 93.7 1.6
11 94.5 92.6 1.9 1.6 0.2
12 94.3 92.9 1.4
E 13 95.0 94.4 0.6
14 89.1 88.8 0.3 0.4 0.1
.15 92.8.92.4 0.4
P+E 16 98.2 96.1 2.1
17 95.0 92.8 2.2 2.2 0.0
18 95.3 93.1 2.2
.N+E 19 95.5 95.2 0.3
.20 91.5 91.3 0.2 0.4 0.2 )
21 91.9 91.3 0.6 ~
P+N+E 22 94.0 91.3 3.3
23 102.9 99.9 3.0 2.9 0.4
24 97.4 95.1 2.3
-1 -1 -1 >
*Addltlons: 0.05 mg PI, 1.00 mg N I ,1.00 mg Na-EDTA I l
**MIII Igrams dry weIght.
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ALGAL ASSAY BOTTLE TEST DATA SHEET
Sampleldent, Beaver L8ke I 1 Setldent, Summer-1
SamplIng Date, 19 June 1984 Collector: S. Drown
SamplIng SIte: WhIte Rvr/Hw~ 45 ReceIver, W. R. Green
Pretreatment:0.45um fltr/8utocl8ved ResponsIble Technlclen:~
Innoculatlon Date: 27 June 1984 CompletIon Date:11 Jul¥ 84
Innoculum SIze: 1.000 cells ~er ml Test Volume: 50 ml
SPIKE* BTl' FINAL WT -INITIAL WT. NET WT** MEAN WT STD DEV
Contrl 1 87.5 81.0 6.5
2 87.8 81.4 6.4 6.4 0.1
3 89.1 82.9 6.2
~: P 4 88.6 82.1 6.5
.5 84.9 78.4 6.5 6.7 0.26 87.7 78.4 7.0 I
N 7 90.4 80.7 9.7
8 86.7 78.1 8.6 9.1 0.5
9 84.3 75.4 8.9
P+N 10 91.0 83.4 7.6
11 88.7 79.5 9.2 8.4 0.8
12 nd nd
E 13 91.5 83.4 8.1
14 90.7 82.7 8.0 7.8 0.4
15 84.4 77.2 7.2
P+E 16 90.0 82.2 7.8
17 86.2 78.2 8.0 8.0 0.2
18 85.7 77.5 8.2
.N+E 19 88.7 74.7 14.0
.20 98.5 82.7 15.8 14.5 0.9
21 93.8 80.0 13.8
P+N+E 22 93.7 79.6 14.1
23 97.3 81.3 16.0 15.1 1.0
24 nd 80.7 nd
*Addltlons: 0.05 mg P 1-1, 1.00 mg N 1-1, 1.00 mg Na-EDTA 1-1
**Mlillgrams dry weIght.
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AlGAL ASSAY BOTTLE TEST DATA SHEET
Semple Ident: Beaver leke 12 Set Ident: Summer-1
SamplIng Dete: 19 June 1984 Collector: S. Drown
Sampl fng SIte: Blue SQrlngs Recefver: W. R. Green
Pretreatment:0.45um fltr/autoclaved Responsfble Technfcfen:~
Innoculatfon Date: 27 June 1984 CompletIon Dete:11 Jul~ 84
Innoculum SIze: 1.000 cells Qec ml Test Volume: 50 ml
SPIKE* BTL I FINAL WT -INITIAL WT c NET WT** MEAN WT STD DEV
Contrf 1 86.5 81.6 4.9
2 86.2 82.3 4.9 4.9 0.0
3 86.1 81.2 4.9
c. P 4 84.0 78.7 5.3
".: 5 80.7 75.4 5.3 5.3 0.0
6 89.1 83.7 5.4
N 7 88.0 83.5 6.5
8 88.5 84.0 4.5 5.2 1.0
9 88.2 83.8 4.4
P+N 10 88.7 82.9 5.8
11 86.8 81.8 5.0 5.4 0.3
12 88.2 82.9 5.3
E 13 88.0 83.3 4.7
14 87.6 82.9 4.7 4.7 0.0
15 83.7 79.0' 4.7
P+E 16 89.8 84.3 5.5
17 88.7 82.9 5.8 5.7 0.1
18 91.1 85.4 5.7
N+E 19 93.9 89.1 4.8
'. 20 92.1 87.4 4.7 4.7 0.0
21 87.6 82.9 4.7
P+N+E 22 89.3 82.6 6.7
23 96.2 89.5 6.7 6.3 0.2
24 93.8 87.6 6.2
-1 -1 -1
*Addftfons: 0.05 mg PI, 1.00 mg N I , 1.00 mg Na-EDTA I
**Mfll Igrams per I Iter.
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~ALGAL ASSAY BOTTlE TEST DATA SHEET
Sample Ident: Beaver L8ke '3 Set 'dent: Summer-1
SamplIng Date: 19 June 1984 Collector: S. Drown
S8mpl Ing Slte:HTckor~ Creek Boat Dk ReceIver: W. R. Green
Pretreatment:0.45um fltr/8utocT8ved ResponsIble Technlclan:rBG
Innoculatlon Date: 27 June 1984 CompletIon Date:'1 Jul~ 84
Innoculum SIze: 1,000 cells ~er ml Test Volume: 50 ml
SPIKE* BTL' FINAL WT -INITIAL WT c NET WT** MEAN WT STD DEV
Contrl 1 nd*** 87.4 nd
2 nd 82.2 nd nd nd
3 nd 85.2 nd
~ :: P 4 86.5 80.5 6.0
, 5 89.0 82.9 6.1 6.4 0.4
6 87.9 80.9 7.0
N 7 nd 82.3 nd
8 nd 82.4 nd 5.1 -.-
9 84.2 79.1 5.1
P+N 10 83.0 76.3 6.7
11 90.4 83.8 6.6 6.5 0.2
12 89.5 83.2 6.3
E 13 85.5 80.3 5.2
14 86.8 81.7 5.1 5.2 0.0
15 nd 82.8 nd
P+E 16 83.7 77.7 6.0
17 88.5 82.4 6.1 6.3 0.3
18 86.0 79.3 6.7
: N+E 19 82.9 77.9 5.0
20 78.9 73.6 5.3 5.2 0.1
21 87.1 81.9 5.2
P+N+E 22 87.9 80.7 7.2
23 88.4 81.3 7.1 7.0 0.2
24 88.6 81.8 6.8
-1 -1 -1
*Addltlons: 0.05 mg P' , 1.00 mg N' , 1.00 mg Na-EDTA ,
**MIII Igrams dry weIght.
*** nd c lack of data because of fIlter contamInatIon or damage.
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ALGAL ASSAY BOTTLE TEST DATA SHEET
S8mple Identr Beaver lake' 4 Set Ident: Summer-1
S8mpllng D8te: 19 June 1984 Collector: S. Drown
SamplIng SIte: Hlghwa¥ 12 BrIdge ReceIver: W. R. Green
Pretreatment:0.45um fltr/autoclaved ResponsIble TechnlcI8n:~
Innocul8tlon Date: 27 June 1984 CompletIon Date:11 Jul¥ 84
Innoculum SIze: 1,000 cells ger ml Test Volume: 50 ml
SPIKE* BTl' FINAL WT -INITIAL WT. NET WT** MEAN WT STD DEV
Contrl 1 87.1 81.8 5.3
2 83.7 78.4 5.3 5.3 0.0
3 88.1 82.9 5.2
;;: P 4 84.4 78.3 6.1
5 84.7 78.2 6.5 6.4 0.2
6 81.0 74.4 6.6
N 7 89.5 84.4 5.1
8 87.9 82.6 5.3 5.2 0.1
9 87.5 82.3 5.2
P+N 10 88.3 81.6 6.7
11 88.8 81.7 7.1 6.7 0.3
12 88.3 82.0 6.3
E 13 86.3 81.3 5.0
14 89.1 84.1 5.0 4.9 0.1
15 85.7 80.9 4.8
P+E 16 83.4 76.9 6.5
17 90.8 84.4 6.4 6.3 0.2
18 90.0 83.9 6.4
..N+E 19 89.5 84.4 5.1
20 82.6 77.1 5.5 5.2 0.2
21 89.3 84.3 5.0
P+N+E 22 89.6 81.6 8.0
23 92.5 85.5 7.0 7.6 0.4
24 89.8 82.0 7.8
-1 -1 -1
*Addltlons: 0.05 mg PI. 1.00 mg N I .1.00 mg Na-EDTA I
**MIlllgrams dry weIght.
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ALGAL ASSAY BOTTLE TEST DATA SHEET
Semple Ident: Beaver l~ke " Set Ident: Summer-2
Sempltng Dete: 31 Jul¥ 1984 Collector: E. Dunn
SamplIng SIte: Goshen / Hw¥ 45 ReceIver: W. R. Green
Pretreatment:0.45um fltr/~utoclaved ResponsIble Technlclen:~
Innoculatlon Date: 2 August 1984 CompletIon Dete: 16 Aug 84
Innoculum SIze: 1,000 cells ger ml Test Volume: 50 ml
SPIKE* BTl' FINAL WT -INITIAL WT K NET WT** MEAN WT STD DEV
Contrl 1 98.1 89.9 8.2
2 98.9 90.9 8.0 7.3 1.7
3 102.3 97.1 5.2
;..: P 4 103.5 95.1 8.4
5 98.6 92.7 5.9 7.3 1.0
..6 100.4 92.8 7.6
N 7 96.5 91.5 5.0
8 100.8 96.4 4.4 4.5 0.5
9 91.9 87.9 4.0
P+N 10 98.7 96.2 2.5
11 90.2 87.7 2.5 2.6 0.1
12 93.3 90.6 2.7
E 13 87.3 84.8 2.5
14 91.6 86.9 4.7 5.1 2.8
15 93.4 85.3 8.1
P+E 16 92.5 84.0 8.5
17 96.3 87.5 8.8 8.6 0.2
18 93.3 84.7 8.6
.' N+E 19 90.0 80.5 9.5
20 97.3 88.8 915 9.2 0.4
21 95.8 87.0 9.5
P+N+E 22 98.0 88.9 9.1
23 95.6 85.7 10.1 10.1 1.1
24 98.7 87.5 11.2
*Addltlons: 0.05 mg P 1-1, 1.00 mg N 1-1, 1.00 mg Ne-EDTA 1-1
*.MIII Igrems dry weIght.
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ALGAL ASSAY BOTTLE TEST DATA SHEET
Sample Ident: Be~ver L~ke '2 Set Ident: Summer-2
Sampl Ing D~te: 31 Jul¥ 1984 Collector: E. Dunn
Sampl Ing SIte: Hlghwa¥ 68 BrIdge ReceIver: W. R. Green
Pretreatment:0.45um fltr/autoclaved ResponsIble Technlcl~n:~
Innoculatlon Date: 2 August 1984 CompletIon Date: 16 Aug 84
Innoculum SIze: 1,000 cel Is ~er ml Test Volume: 50 ml
SPIKE* BTl' FINAL WT -INITIAL WT = NET WT** MEAN WT STD DEV
Contrl 1 88.1 87.5 0.6
2 87.0 86.6 0.4 0.5 0.1
3 84.5 84.0 0.5
-P 4 80.7 80.1 0.6
5 88.3 87.9 0.4 0.6 0.2
6 84.8 84.1 0.7
N 7 86.8 86.4 0.4
8 85.5 85.2 0.3 0.3 0.1
9 87.2 87.0 0.2
P+N 10 83.2 82.7 0.5
11 88.9 88.1 0.8 0.7 0.2
12 84.1 83.4 0.7
E .13 83.8 83.6 0.2 .
14 88.6 88.3 0.3 0.3 0.1
15 87.6 87.2 0.4
P+E 16 87.8 86.6 1.2
17 87.2 85.9 1.3 1.3 0.1
18 87.5 86.2 1.3
.N+E 19 86.6 86.5 0.1
20 85.5 85.4 0.1 0.1 0.1
21 87.6 87.4 0.2
P+N+E 22 86.9 85.5 1.4
23 87.2 85.5 1.7 1.6 0.2
24 82.0 80.2 1.8
-1 -1 -1
*Addltlons: 0.05 mg PI, 1.00 mg N I , 1.00 mg Na-EDTA I
**MIlllgrams dry weIght.
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ALGAL ASSAY BOTTLE TEST DATA SHEET
Semple Identz--Beaver l~ke , 3 Set Identz_- Summer-2 --
SamplIng Date:- 31 Jul¥ 1984 Collectorz- E. Ounn--
SamplIng Srte:HJckor¥ Creek Boat Ok Recerver: W. R. Green--
Pretreatment:~A5um fltr/autocra~ Responsrble Technrcren:~
Innoculetron Date:- 2 AuQust 1984 Completron Date: 16 Aug 84
rnnoculum srze:~~OOO cells ~er ml Test Volume:- 50 ml
SprKE* BTL' FINAL WT -INITrAL WT c NET WT** MEAN WT STD DEV
Contrl 1 89.3 89.3 0.0
2 91.2 91.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
3 89.5 89.4 0.1
.:: p 4 88.1 87.8 0.3
: 5 79.0 78.6 0.4 0.5 0.2
6 84.6 83.9 0.7
N 7 84.1 83.9 0.2
8 87.8 87.5 0.3 0.2 0.1
9 81.8 81.7 0.1
P+N 10 86.2 85.7 0.3
11 88.5 87.9 0.6 0.6 0.1
12 85.7 85.0 0.7
E 13 85.6 85.5 0.1
14 86.7 86.6 0.1 0.1 0.0
.15 79.1. 79.0 0.1
P+E 16 84.2 83.1 1.1
17 86.2 85.4 0.8 1.0 0.2
18 87.9 86.9 1.0
.N+E 19 83.0 83.0 0.0
.20 86.2 86.2 0.0 0.0 0.0
21 86.0 86.0 0.0
P+N+E 22 86.6 85.5 1.1
23 86.3 84.5 1.8 1.5 0.4
24 90.7 88.4 1.7
*AddTtrons: 0.05 mg P ,-1, 1.00 mg N ,-1, 1.00 mg Na-EDTA ,-1
**Mrll Tgrems dry werght.
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AlGAL ASSAY BOTTLE TEST DATA SHEET
Semple Ident: Beaver lake I 4 Set Ident: Summer-2
Sampl Ing Date: 31 Jul¥ 1984 Collector: E. Dunn
SamplIng Site: Highwa¥ 12 Bridge ReceIver: W. R. Green
Pretreatment:0.45um fltr/autoclaved ResponsIble Technlclen:~
Innoculatlon Date: 2 August 1984 CompletIon Date: 16 Aug 84
Innoculum SIze: 1.000 cells ~er ml Test Volume: 50 ml
SPIKE* BTl' FINAL WT -INITIAL WT = NET WT** MEAN WT STD DEV
Contrl 1 80.3 80.1 0.2
2 85.3 84.9 0.4 0.2 0.2
3 89.0 89.0 0.0
---P 4 88.1 87.3 0.8;"0 5 85.9 85.3 0.6 0.7 0.1
6 86.2 85.4 0.8
N 7 86.0 85.8 0.2
8 87.5 87.3 0.2 0.2 0.1
9 87.9 87.8 0.1
P+N 10 91.3 90.3 1.0
11 81.9 80.9 1.0 1.1 0.2
12 85.2 83.9 1.3
E 13 88.9 88.6 0.3
14 84.8 84.3 0.5 0.3 0.2
15 84.9 84.9 0.0
P+E 16 83.2 82.5 0.7
17 84.7 84.0 0.7 0.7 0.1
18 89.4 88.6 0.8
.N+E 19 87.4 87.4 0.0
.20 88.7 88.7 0.0 0.0 0.1
21 81.9 81.8 0.1
P+N+E 22 89.7 88.9 0.8
23 88.5 87.7 0.8 0.8 0.1
24 88.5 87.8 0.7
-1 -1 -1
*Addltlons: 0.05 mg PI, 1.00 mg N I , 1.00 mg Na-EDTA I
**MIII Igrems dry weIght.
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ALGAL ASSAY BOTTLE TEST DATA SHEET
S8mple'dent: Beaver L8ke 11 Set Ident: F811
SamplIng D8te: 30 October 1984 Collector: fa Dunn
S8mpl tng SIte: WhIte Rv/Hw~ 45 Recerver: R. La Me~er
Pretre8tment:0.45um fltr/8utoclaved Responsrble Technrcr8n:~
Innoculatron Date: 2 November 1984 Completron Date: 17 Nov 84
Innoculum SIze: 1.000 cells Der ml Test Volume: 50 ml
SPIKE* BTl IF' NAL WT -I N'TIAL WT c NET WT** MEAN WT STD DEV
Contrl 1 98.3 97.3 1.0
2 94.6 93.6 1.0 0.9 0.1
3 98.0 97.2 0.8
P .96.4 95.3 1.1
5 95.0 93.8 1.2 1.3 0.2
6 81.2 79.6 1.6
N 7 87.8 86.9 0.9
8 84.4 83.8 0.6 0.7 0.1
9 88.5 87.8 0.7
P+N 10 93.0 92.3 0.7
11 99.1 98.6 0.5 0.5 0.2
12 97.7 97.4 0.3
E 13 98.7 97.9 0.8
14 96.3 95.6 0.7 0.7 0.1
15 95.5 94.9 0.6
P+E 16 87.8 87.2 0.6
17 87.6 87.1 0.5 0.5 0.0
18 93.1 92.6 0.5
.N+E 19 87.9 87.3 0.6
.20 93.6 92.9 0.7 0.6 0.0
21 94.4 93.8 0.6
P+N+E 22 93.0 92.5 0.5
23 95.8 95.2 0.6 0.6 0.0
24 93.7 93.1 0.6
-1 -1 -1
*Addttrons: 0.05 mg PI, 1.00 mg N I , 1.00 mg Na-EDTA I
**Mtlltgr8ms dry weIght.
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ALGAL ASSAY BOTTLE TEST DATA SHEET
Sampleldent: Beaver Lake I 2 Set Ident:- Fall
Sampl Ing Date: 30 October 1984 Collector: E. Dunn
Sampl Ing SIte: Highwa¥ 68 BrIdge ReceIver: R. L. Me¥er
Pretreatment:0.45um fltr/autoclaved ResponsIble Technlclan:~
Innoculatlon Date: 2 November 1984 CompletIon Date: 17 Nov 84
Innoculum SIze: 1.000 cel Is ~er ml Test Volume: 50 ml
SPIKE* BTl' FINAL WT -INITIAL WT ~ NET WT** MEAN WT STD DEV
Contrl 1 84.1 83.4 0.7
2 82.8 82.3 0.5 0.5 0.1
3 87.3 86.9 0.4
-P 4 82.6 81.7 0.9
5 89.5 88.7 0.8 0.8 0.1
6 94.4 93.8 0.6
N 7 91.7 90.8 0.9
8 87.1 86.3 0.8 0.8 0.1
9 88.2 87.8 0.4
P+N 10 90.5 89.4 1.1
11 98.2 97.1 1.1 1.1 0.0
12 95.4 94.3 1.1
E 13 96.0 94.4 1.6
'. 14 93.2 .91.8 1.4 1.3 0.3
15 97.3 .96.4 1.1
P+E 16 96.5 93.8 2.7
17 92.9 90.7 2.2 2.5 0.2
18 87.7 85.2 2.5
.N+E 19 88.2 87.2 1.0
20 88.0 87.2 0.8 0.8 0.1
21 90.3 89.6 0.7
P+N+E 22 97.5 94.0 2.5
23 100.8 98.4 2.4 2.4 0.0
24 86.8 94.4 2.4
-1 -1 -1
*Addltlons: 0.05 mg PI, 1.00 mg N I , 1.00 mg Na-EDTA I
**MIII Igrams dry weIght.
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ALGAL ASSAY BOTTLE TEST DATA SHEET
Sample Ident: Beaver lake I 3 Set Ident:- Fall
Sampl Ing Date:- 30 October 1984 Collector: Ea Dunn
S8mpl Ing Slte:Hlckor¥ Creek Boat Dk ReceIver: Ra La Me¥er
Pretreatment:0.45um fltr/autoclaved ResponsIble TechnlcI8n:~
Innocul8tlon D8te: 2 November 1984 CompletIon Date: 17 Nav 84
Innoculum SIze: 1.000 cells ~er ml Test Volume: 50 ml
SPIKE* BTL I FINAL WT -INITIAL WT = NET WT** MEAN WT STD DEV
Contrl 1 99.3 98.7 0.6
2 96.7 96.0 0.7 0.7 0.0
3 92.6 91.9 0.7
;. P 4 86.0 84.5 1.5
:' 5 86.9 85.9 1.0 1.2 0.2
6 86.1 85.1 1.0
N 7 89.2 88.6 0.6
8 92.2 91.9 0.3 0.4 0.1
9 95.6 95.2 0.4
P+N 10 95.8 94.4 1.4
11 94.5 92.9 1.6 1.5 0.1
12 96.0 94.0 2.0
E 13 84.8 83.6 1.2
14 88.7 87.9 1.2 1..2 0.0
15 84.3 83.0 1.3
P+E 16 91.4 89.2 2.2
17 95.1 92.9 2.2 2.1 0.1
18 96.0 94.0 2.0
.N+E 19 92.1 91.9 0.2
.20 92.3 92.0 0.3 0.2 0.0
21 85.6 85.4 0.2
P+N+E 22 86.2 84.6 1.6
23 89.6 87.9 1.7 1.6 0.1
24 84.9 83.4 1.5
*Addltlons: 0.05 mg P 1-1, 1.00 mg N 1-1, 1.00 mg Na-EDTA 1-1
**MIII Igr8ms dry weIght.
("
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ALGAL ASSAY BOTTLE TEST DATA SHEET
Sampleldent: Beaver lake' 4 Setldent: Fall
Sampl Ing Date: 30 October 1984 Collector: E. Dunn
Sampl Ing SIte: Hlghwa~ 68 Bridge ReceIver: R. l. Me~er
Pretreatment:0.45um fltr/autoclaved ResponsIble Technlclen:~
Innoculatlon Date: 2 November 1984 CompletIon Date: 17 Nov 84
Innoculum SIze: 1.000 cells Qer ml Test Volume: 50 ml
SPIKE* BTl I FINAL WT -INITiAl WT .NET WT** MEAN WT STD DEV
Contrl 1 90.3 90.1 0.2
2 98.4 98.3 0.1 0.1 0.1
3 87.2 97.2 0.0
.-: P 4 98.9 98.7 0.2
5 97.0 96.9 0.1 0.1 0.0
6 93.3 93.2 0.1
N 7 86.2 86.2 0.0
8 86.3 86.3 0.0 0.0 0.0
9 87.6 87.6 0.0
P+N 10 89.4 89.1 0.3
11 99.8 99.6 0.2 0.2 0.0
12 97.8 97.6 0.2
E 13 86~5 86.2 0.2
14 87.2 87.0 0.2 0.3 0.1
15 85.7 85.3 0.4
P+E 16 84.4 84.0 0.4
17 94.0 93.6 0.4 0.4 0.0
18 97.9 97.4 0.5
.' N+E 19 90.0 90.0 0.0
20 97.8 97.8 0.0 0.0 0.0
21 96.4 96.3 0.1
P+N+E 22 97.6 97.3 0.3
23 95.6 95.4 0.2 0.3 0.0
24 93.7 93.4 0.3
-1 -1 -1
*Addltlons: 0.05 mg PI, 1.00 mg N I , 1.00 mg Na-EDTA I
**MIII Igrems dry weIght.
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A STRATEGY FOR MANAGING WATER QUALITY IN BEAVER LAKE
Part 1. INTRODUCTION
The quality of water in Beaver Lake reflects a balance
between natural features of the watershed. the effects of human
activities. and the capacity of the reservoir to assimilate
nutrients or pollutants. Compared to many other sections of
the state. historical water quality of streams in the Northwest
Arkansas Area (NWA) has been good. Large tracts of forest land
and high-gradient streams contributed to good surface water
quality. However. since the 1950s. rapid growth in population and
associated urban development. agriculture. and light industry in
.Northwest Arkansas have significantly changed land uses and the
associated delivery of nutrients and other poll~tants to surface
vaters. This growth viii continue. and finding ways to maintain
high quality water while accommodating increasing population
and the associated development will be a major challenge for
.
cOUlDUnity leaders.
Impoundment of Bull Shoals. Table Rock. and Beaver lakes on
the main stem of the White River significantly altered land use
patterns and population distribution in the upper White River
basin. and provided impetus for rapid economic growth in North
Arkansas. These reservoirs have excellent water quality which has
greatly enhanced the recreational potential of the White River.
I
which currently represents an important element in the regional
economy.
Beaver Lake impounds 28,200 acres in Benton, Carroll,
Madison and Washington counties. It serves residents in the four-
county area through the authorized project functions of flood
control, hydropower generation, and municipal and industrial
water supply. Although not an authorized function, recreation
.is a major economic benefit of the impoundment. Use of the
reservoir for water supply and primary contact water-based
recreation requires a high level of water quality. Residents of
NWA have strongly supported actions to insure that good water
quality is maintained.
Historically, water quality management in Beaver Lake has
been approached a8 a series of specific problems, each requiring
appropriate actions. Not surprisingly, these efforts have focused
on the Fayetteville Waste Treatment Plant (FWTP), the largest
point source of pollution to the reservoir, and have re8ulted in
.a serie8 of corrective measures designed to reduce the delivery
of primary nutrients and other pollutants to the reservoir.
During the past decade, the facility has been the subject of
intense debate by concerned citizens and state and federal regulatory
agencies in regard to nutrient discharges. Tbe effluent bas been
linked to severe degradation of water quality in the White River
downstream from the plant during periods of low streamflow.
2
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Previous modeling studies have indicated that from 28 to 62
percent of the total annual phosphorus load to Beaver Lake comes
from this source (Gearheart, 1974; Black and Veach, 1982,
respectively). The city of Fayetteville completed a plan to
upgrade the facility whicb was approved by the Department of
Pollution Control and Ecology and the Environmental Protection
Agency during 1984. Construction of an advanced waste treatment
facility utilizing state-of-the-art engineering technologies
began in early 1985.
Future water quality management must address metbods to
control the input of primary nutrients and pollutants from many
other sources at diverse locations in tbe basin. This will
~ require a long-term commitment of time and resources wherein
.
"# pollutants resulting from various land-use practices must f~rst
be quantified to determine if"they significantly influence the
total load of the reservoir. Priorities must then be established
to assess the feasibility and cost of their control, and to
.target those sources which pose the most serious threats to
reservoir water quality.
Unlike the Fayetteville Waste Treatment Plant, most of
these sources willi) violate no state water quality standards,
2) contribute nutrients or pollutants primarily during times of
high stream flow, and 3) have little visible effect on stream
water quality. However, they may represent a greater total
3
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contribution of pollutants to Beaver Lake than the FWTP point
source. Management solutions may require actions such as plan-
ning and zoning, education and information transfer, financial
incentives, and regulation. They may also require multi-agency
involvement to collectively address problems. Several federal,
state, and local agencies currently have authority to regulate
surface-water quality and they are actively engaged in management
activitie. which impact directly on the reservoir. Efforts to
develop a management strategy at the community level will require
.a high level of communication and coordination among existing
authorities.
In December, 1983, the Department of Pollution Control and
Ecology and the Arkansas Water Resources Research Center entered
into an agreement to develop a water-quality management strategy
for Beaver Lake. The Beaver Lake Water Quality Management
Strategies Committee was formed in response to this action.
The committee vas composed of representatives of county and city
-
governments in the basin and federal and state management and
regulatory agencies. This group was asked to examine the status
of water quality in the basin, identify significant pollution
concerns and methods of control, describe available data sources
and information gaps, and provide recommendations for an organi-
zational and legal framework to initiate a management program
made up of local citizens. The effort was predicated on the
4
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hypothesis that residents of Northwest Arkansas should assume the
lead in making important decisions concerning the future water
quality of Beaver Lake. An organization made up of representa-
tives of local governments, concerned citizens, and special
interests should work collectively to identify important water-
quality problems, establish priorities for their control, and
take needed management actions to communicate interests to the
appropriate regulatory agencies.
The main body of this report is organized to provide back-
ground information needed to formulate a basinwide water-quality
management strategy. Following this introductory section
(Part 1). Historical biological, chemical, and physical informa-
~. tion on the reservoir from a variety of published and unpublished
.s@]ources are presented to show how Beaver Lake responds to
nutrient loading. and how its water quality compares to that of
other impoundments in the South and throughout the U.S. (Part 2).
.In Part 3, general land uses in the watershed are reviewed, and
management strategies to control the major nutrient sources to
the reservoir are discussed. Historical water-quality informa-
tion available from existing sources, and major data gaps are
summarized in Part ~ This section also contains recommendations
for a minimal water-quality monitoring p~ogram which would detect
long-term changes in reservoir water quality. A summary of
existing regulatory authorities and possible alternatives for
5
organizational structures are included in Part 5. A brief
summary of concepts presented in the previous sections is
included in Part 6. Recommendations are included in Part 7.
.
.
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Part 2. WATER QUALITY CHARACTERISTICS
OF BEAVER LAKE
k~k£r.QUM
A long-term strategy to manage water quality in Beaver Lake
must be based on a general understanding of existing conditions
and the benefits to be expected from management actions. It will
require insight into 1) the dominant physical, chemical, and bio-
logical features of the reservoir and how these compare to those
in other ~poundments; 2) how the reservoir functions to process
or ass~ilate nutrients; and 3) the changes in water quality that
.
have occurred through t~e to determine the rate of enrichment
or eutrophication. This information is available primarily from
published and unpublished 8tudies on this reservoir and ~pound-
menta with s~ilar physical and chemical features.
In this section we compare important water-quality and
biological features of Beaver Lake with those of other reservoirs
.in the United States, describe in very general terms how large
storage reservoirs like Beaver Lake receive and process nutrients,
and identify documented trends in water quality and biological
productivity measured from '1969 (the year after the reservoir
filled) until 1981.
7.
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Botb the concentration (quantities present per unit volume
of water) and loading (quantities arriving per unit of time,
expressed per unit of surface area) of nitrogen and phosphorus
are widely used to evaluate trends in water quality. Concentra-
tions of these nutrients may limit (separately or together) the
production of algae in reservoirs, and their concentrations are
; used to characterize the trophic status or productivity of water
bodies. Loading provides a measure of the total quantity of
nutrients entering a reservoir per unit of time. Chlorophyll A,
a pigment extracted from algae, is useful for indexing algal
biomass. Water transparency (i.e., water clarity), when measured
with a Seccbi disk in late summer when silt concentrations are
'. 'low, provides a good index of algal biomass.
Concentrations and loadings of nutrients are not always
accurate indicators of water quality in reservoirs. Hem ~ 11.
(1978), concluded that nutrient concentrations or loadings to
..reservoir. may suggest that water quality is degraded more than it
actually is. The authors recommended measuring chlorophyll 6 or
primary productivity in addition to nutrients because the biolog-
ical manifestations of nutrient loading are what truly reflect
water-quality degradation. High nutrient concentrations reveal
only the potential for water quality problems. The ability of
algae to use these excess nutrients depends, among other things,
8
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on the availability of light and micronutrients (silica, iron,
etc.) and the presence of inhibitory substances, as well as on
the concentrations of phosphorus and nitrogen.
The major work available for comparing the water quality of
Beaver Lake with that of other U.S. reservoirs is the National
Eutrophication Survey (NES) which was conducted between 1972 and
1977 (Environmental Protection Agency, Working Paper No. 476,
1978). This study included the sampling of more than 800 U.S.
lakes and reservoirs over a four-year period. Reservoirs in the
central and southern U.S. were sampled during 1974. While these
data were obtained over a decade ago, they provide good insights
into how the water quality of Beaver Lake compared with that of
other large reservoirs sampled at the same time.
The NES data showed that concentrations in and annual loading.
of nitrogen and phosphorus to Beaver Lake were lower than the
average for 119 southern reservoirs and 757 reservoirs nationwide
(Table 1). Total nitrogen concentrations in Beaver Lake were
lower than those in 54 percent of the sample of southern reser-
voirs, and concentrations of total phosphorus were lower than
concentrations measured in 75 percent of the southern reservoirs
sampled and in 76 percent of the reservoirs sampled nationwide.
Loadings of total nitrogen and total phosphorus were lower than
62 percent and 68 percent, respectively, of the loadings to other
reservoirs in the southern sample.
9
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Chlorophyll A concentrations in Beaver Lake were very low
when compared to those in other reservoirs in the NES. Average
summer chlorophyll i concentrations in the reservoir were lower
than those in 90 and 93 percent of the impoundments in the southern
and national samples, respectively. As would be expected with the
low chlorophyll & concentrations, the summer Secchi disk trans-
parency of Beaver Lake vas comparatively high. Transparency in
Beaver Lake vas higher than 77 and 75 percent of the southern and
U.S. reservoirs sampled, respectively.
To illu8trate how the water quality of Beaver Lake compared
with that of other impoundments in surrounding watersheds, total
nitrogen and total phosphorus loadings for several .area reser-
voirs were summarized (Table 1). Loadings of both nitrogen and
pbosp~orus to Beaver Lake, other large White River impoundments,
and DeGray, Lake were low when compared with those of other reser-
voirs in the area. DeGray Lake is included here because it is
similar in morphology to the major White River storage impound-
"
mente, and it bas been studied intensively with respect to nutrient
cycling and biological production. These storage reservoirs
impound very large volumes of water relative to their average
annual inflows. and therefore exchange water more slowly than do
non-storage reservoirs. For example, at power pool level, Beaver
Lake contains a volume of water equal to 1.5 years of inflow from
the watershed under average conditions. This storage ratio is
10
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0.7 years for Bull Shoals Lake, 1.0 years for Table Rock Lake,
and 1.2 years for DeGray Lake. As a comparison, Jenkin. (1982)
reported an average storage ratio of 0.67 years for a sample of
290 large u.S. reservoir..
Table 1. Annual loadings of total phosphorus (TP)
and total nitrogen (TN) to selected
., .
reservoirs ~n Arkan8as and Oklahoma
Nutrient loading (lb../acre/year)
TP TN
--
DeGray, AR 2 30
Bull Shoal8, AR 5 340
Beaver, AR '6.4 125
*Beaver (above BWD intake), AR 54 990
Table R.ock, AR 14 250
Grand Lake, OK 63 650
~
Lake Frances, AR 330 5200
Average for 115 Southern Re8ervoirs 40 380
*Assumes 100% of loading above Beaver Water District (BWD) intake
.tructure.
-
Because water moves very Ilowly through these large Itorage
impoundments, the reservoirs a81imilate or trap a large percentage
of the incoming nutrient8 in the upstream reaches. Water quality
11
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in these reservoirs tends to reflect the accumulation of natural
and man-induced loadings which occur throughout the year.
In spite of the relatively low nutrient loadings to these
storage impoundments, tributaries often contain high concentra-
tions of nutrients, and thi. causes serious water quality problems
in the uplake reaches. In Beaver Lake, the White River and War
;. Eagle Creek have contributed a high percentage of the total
nutrient load to the reservoir since impoundment. Nutrients are
more concentrated in the uplake area, and biological production
there is high when compared to downlake areas. For example, total
phosphorus and total nitrogen loadings calculated only for the
area above the intake of the Beaver Water District'. treatment
plant are about 9 times that for the entire reservoi~ (Table 1),
and higher than the average for the 119 southern reservoirs
sampled in the NES. At conservation pool, this area includes
only about 5 percent of the volume and 11 percent of the surface
.area of the reservoir. Future water quality in the extreme
uplake reach is of special concern because much of Northwest
Arkansas receives drinking water from this source. From a
recreational perspective, much of the reservoir has good water
quality.
Severe degradation of water quality in the White River
downstream from the Fayetteville Waste Treatment Plant when
streamflows are low is well documented. State water quality
12
I
I8tandard8 are violated annually in this area, and fish kill. have
occurred seasonally downstream of the plant'l outfall. Field and
associated water quality modeling studies have provided excellent
documentation of the effects of the Waste Treatment Plant on
water quality in the White River. For example, Terry, Morris and
Bryant (1983), found that temperature, dissolved oxygen, dis80lved
solids, unionized ammonia, total phosphorul, floating 80lidl,
and depo8itable materia18 did not meet Arkansas water quality
8tandards for severa 1 mi les dowoltream from the Fayettevi lle
Wa8te Treatment Plant.
.
ioac.tQt:. Influe.nc.in£ Nutt:iant Laadiu~ and Aa.~imilat.iQ11
.Nutrient, enter Beaver Lake from many diverse point and
DOnpoint 80urce8 throughout the basin. In the past 8everal
years, contributions from the Fayetteville Waste Treatment Plant
(the largest point source) have been accurately measured.
However, total loadings frommanynonpoint and small agricultural
.
..and urban point sources remain poorly defined.
A large number of engineering, water quality, and biological
studies have been directed at describing the potential for
nutrient loading from different lources such as septic .ystems,
urban runoff, and agricultural lands. However, these studies
have hi8torically been of short duration and therefore do not
afford the quantitative information needed to define the relative
contributions of different 80urces to the total nutrient load of
13
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Beaver Lake. These studies will not be reviewed in this report,
but the interested reader is referred to summaries by Hogue,
~.11. (1971), Ashworth and Mitchell (1982), and National
Reservoir Research Program (1982).
Two important water quality studies have addressed the
relative loadings of nitrogen and phosphorus to Beaver Lake from
: variou8 point and nonpoint sources, and these produced different
results. An extensive field and modeling study by Gearheart
(1973) indicated that Fayetteville Waste Treatment Plant effluent
contributed.about 28 percent of the annual phosphoru8 load to
Beaver Lake. Nonpoint sources, primarily agricultural runoff,
were identified a8 the primary phosphorus source; these accounted
" for about 72 percent of the annual phosphorus load. A more
recent water-quality modeling study of the area of Beaver Lake
upstream of the Beaver Water District intake structure by Black
and Veatch (1982) indicated that about 60 percent of the total
..phosphorus entering the reservoir annually was being contributed
as a point source from the Fayetteville Waste Treatment Plant.
The National Eutrophication Survey, Environmental Protection
Agency, Ope cit, produced results similar to those of Black and
Veatch. Without speculating on the accuracy of these studies, it
i8 apparent that identifying and quantifying the major nutrient
sources remains difficult. The efforts have consistently
identified the Fayetteville Waste Treatment Plant as the primary
14
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point source of phosphorus, and this has provided additional
justification for upgrading the effluent from that facility.
The process of nutrient assimilation in Beaver Lake has not
been accurately documented. However, an excellent case history
study of nutrient loading and internal cycling in a similar
reservoir (DeGray Lake near Arkadelphia, Arkansas) was completed
in 1983. Between 1972 and 1980 the Waterways ~periment Station,
u.S. Army Corps of Engineers, and the National Reservoir Research
Program, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, sponsored intensive water
quality and biological Itudies on DeGray Lake and its watershed.
These studies were designed to evaluate the effects of releasing
vater at different outlet depths on reservoir water quality and
fishery resources and to provide information needed for improved
reservoir water quality and biological modeling.
DeGray Dam is located on the Caddo River on the south face
of the Ouachita Mountains; its watershed is primarily forest and
.agricultural land. The largest town in the basin is Glenwood,
Arkansas (population 1400). The reservoir is similar to Beaver
Lake with respect to basin morphometry and water exchange rates
(Table 2). Intensive water-quality studies on DeGray Lake were
conducted under the direction of Dr. Joe Nix, Ouachita Baptist
University, although a number of agencies, including the Waterways
Experiment Station, U.s. Army Corps of Engineers, the U.S. Fish
.
15
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Table 2. Selected physical characteristics of
Beaver Lake and DeGray Lake, Arkansas
,-
_Beavex l>eGrav
Area (acres) 28,220 13,420
Average Depth (feet) 58 49
Maximum Depth (feet) 216 195
Thermocline Depth (feet) 25 20
Outlet Depth (feet) 140 60
Fluctuation (feet) 15 20
Storage Ratio (years) 1.5 1.2
Shore Development 19.1 12.8
and Wildlife Service, and the University of Arkansas contributed
substantially to the field effort.
The DeGray work produced several important findings which
.provide valuable insights into how nutrient loading and cycling
may occur in Beaver Lake. These studies demonstrated the
importance of storms (major rainfall events) and seasonal vari-
ations in stream flow to the annual loading of nutrients to the
reservoir. Accurate measurements of runoff patterns to DeGray
Lake between 1976 and 1980 showed that much of the annual inflow
to that reservoir occurred during a few storms (Figure 1).
Runoff from storms contributed from 54 to 80 percent of the total
16
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volume of inflow to the lake annually (Figure 2). Seasonally, a
large percent of the inflow came during the winter and .pring.
Patterns of seasonal inflow are similar in Beaver Lake.
Cumulative effects of inflows are of particular importance
in reservoir. like Beaver and DeGray because of their long
retention times. Water quality in these types of impoundments
i. influenced by inflows over periods of .everal months, and
therefore tends to be very relpon.ive to annual runoff patterns.
Findings with respect to phosphorus loading in DeGray Lake
were also of interest, as concentrations of this nutrient
increased in .torm runoff. Loadings during storms accounted for
between 90 and 94 percent of the total phosphorus entering that
reservoir annually between 1976 and 1980 (Figure 3). Tbe dispro-
'. portionate loading of pho.phorus during a few storms suggests
that a large part of the annual loading to many storage impound-
ments .ay occur during brief time intervals, and therefore may be
..unmeasured because water-quality sampling in tributary streams is
seldom attempted during high flow.. In addition, conventional
model. for estimating nutrient loadings do not account for these
large rapid or pulsed inputs of nutrient. from nonpoint sources.
Tbe DeGray work showed that the error associated with not
measuring phosphorus loadings in storm runoff can be substantial.
Montgomery (1982) estimated that 62,250 pounds of phosphorus
entered DeGray Lake annually between 1976 and 1980 when .torms
17
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.
Jwere included. By contrast, the National Eutrophication Survey
placed annual phosphorus loading at only 25,880 pounds in 1974,
an unusually wet year. The inclusion of the sto~event data
more than doubled the estimated annual loading of total phos-
phorus and more importantly, it indicated an error of omission
in conventional methods of calculating phosphorus loading. This
largely represents nonpoint loading and suggests that significant
errors may occur in estimated loadings from point and nonpoint
nutrient sources when storm contributions are not measured.
The DeGray studies also provided good insight into the
seasonal-cycling of phosphorus and other materials in large
storage impoundments. When compared to most other reservoirs,
DeGray Lake and Beaver Lake are physically similar (Table 2).
Both reservoirs have long theoretical retention times and similar
average and maximum depths. Although DeGray is smaller with a
shallower outlet depth, the two reservoirs exhibit similar
seasonal patterns of thermal stratification.
The seasonal patterns of phosphorus loading, sedimentation,
and resuspension in DeGray Lake have been described (see Figure 4,
from Kennedy, ~ 11., 1983), and indicate a predictable pat-
tern of internal nutrient cycling. Loading of phosphorus to
that reservoir was highest during the winter and spring. Much
of this phosphorus was deposited in sediments in the upper reach
of the reservoir where it remained until the onset of thermal
21
EXTERNAL LOADINGC)
WINTER AND
SPRING
:. EXTERNAL LOACrNG,=>
EARLY
SUMMER RELEASE FROM
SEDIMENTS
EXTERNAL ~--~
LOADING ~
LATE
SUM...!ER
EXTERNAL lOACrNGC)
FALL
Figure 4. Generalized diagram of major phosphorus fluxes in
DeGray Lake (importance of exchanges are indicated by arrow
thickness). Figure is from Kennedy, ~!J.. (1983).
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stratification in late spring or early summer. When the reser-
voir stratified, the deeper areas were effectively sealed off
from the surface and dissolved oxygen in deeper upstream areas
was rapidly depleted. Under these reduced, or anoxic conditions,
phosphorus and other materials (i.e., iron and manganese) become
soluble. The materials accumulated in the deeper uplake areas
during the summer. In late summer and early autumn, surface
waters cooled and a period of mixing of nutrients into the surface
waters occurred. Nutrient circulation to the surface waters where
light was available .timulated algal production in the uplake .
area. Continued cooling and mixing increased oxygen concentra-
tions. Under these conditions, phosphorus and other nutrients. and
.metals were rapidly precipitated to the sediments, and concentra-
tions in water decreased.
A recently completed study by Larson (1983) suggests a
similar effect of late-summer mixing on the production of algae
in Beaver Lake. The author found that algal production at this
time was high in the upstream area of Beaver Lake but decreased
downlake from the Highway 12 Bridge. This gradient occurs ,
annually in reservoirs like DeGray Lake and Beaver Lake because
anoxic conditions do not occur in the hypolimnion of the downlake
reaches.
Sedimentation patterns and the presence of oxygen in the
hypolimnion downlake results in these reservoirs serving a.
23
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efficient nutrient traps, where nutrients are deposited and
recycled primarily in the uplake reaches. The ultimate fate of
these inflowing nutrients is an important concern in the develop-
ment of a water-quality management strategy. If nitrogen, phos-
phorus and other pollutants are deposited in and covered with
sediments in the extreme uplake areas, they may be effectively
sealed off from future biological activity. Conversely, if
these materials re-enter the water column each year through the
mechanisms described for DeGray Lake, effects of nutrient loading
could become cumulative. Feeney (1971) examined sediment cores
from the uplake areas of Beaver Lake and found that nitrogen and
phosphorus were indeed being deposited in uplake ~reas near the
confluences of major tributaries. However, he did not determine
" if nutrients were recycled.
LQn2.-'tsz:m 'tr.e.n.d.a in Wate.r. Quality an.d BiQ1Q2.ic.al P.,%:Qc.e&aea
Long-term data collection. is required to evaluate enrichment
or eutrophication in. reservoirs as there is much year-to-year
variation in water quality because of different runoff patterns.
Trends in water quality must be evaluated relative to these
variations. Between 1969 and 1980, the National Reservoir
Research Program systematically monitored several water-
quality and biological characteristics of Beaver Lake. These
did not include direct measures of nitrogen, phosphorus, or
chlorophyll ~ but included dissolved oxygen concentration,
24
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-water transparency, and estimates of the biomass and harvest of
fi8h. These measures reflect biolagical productivity of the
reservoir, and provide good indices to trends in water quality.
Dissolved oxygen concentration and water transparency vere
sampled monthly throughout the period. Sampling vas conducted at
Hickory Creek (Station 6), Horseshoe Bend (Station 5), Prairie
Creek (Station 4), Rocky Branch (Station 3), the mouth of Big
Clifty Creek (Station 2), and at the dam (Station 1) to charac-
terize 8easonal and 8patial trends in water quality.
~i.&g~~edQx~~!B: The amount of di88olved oxygen present
in water i8 a direct indication of biological productivity. In
reservoir8, the concentration of di88olved oxygen reflect8 a
\ balance between photo8ynthesis and respiration in the biological
'community. The rate at'which di8solved oxygen is depleted in
deeper parts of storage reservoirs during summer stratification
is a general index of the level of biological productivity.
.Per8onnel from the National Reservoir Research Program monitored
dissolved oxygen monthly at 3 m (9.8 ft) depth intervals at each
of the previou8ly listed stations from 1968 through 1980. These
data provide the only long-term record of spatial, temporal, and
annual variations in dissolved oxygen patterns since the reser-
voir reached power pool level in 1968. This data base is large,
and a thorough analysis was not within the scope of this summary.
However, by using data from selected stations, depths, and times
25
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of year, insight into seasonal, spatial, and long-term trends is
possible. We used measurements from a depth of 40 feet (12 m) to
demonstrate spatial, seasonal, and annual variation in dissolved
oxygen. This depth represents an approximate midpoint of the
metalimnion. It is an area of comparatively high biological and
chemical oxygen demand in a reservoir.
: Comparison of dissolved oxygen (°2) data obtained during
mid-August from the l2-m depth stratum at each of the six sampling
stations indicated substantial year-to-year variation in the
spatial distribution of dissolved oxygen in the reservoir
(Figure 5). The amount of di88olved oxygen present in deeper
part8 of the lake va8 related to the volume of inflov to the
.
reservoir during the, previous vinter and spring. Dissolved
oxygen levels vere much lover during vet years (1973 and 1978)
than during dry years (1972 and 1977). The greatest year-to-year
variation occurred in the dovnlake areas of the reservoir.
.
.A series of AUgu8t depth profiles for dissolved oxygen from all
stations and depths during a wet (1973) and a dry (1977) year
illustrate the amount of variation that has occurred annually in
Beaver Lake (Figure 6). Dissolved oxygen data collected during
August, 1977 from Bull Shoals Lake vere included to demoustrate
that the spatial patterns and rates of oxygen depletion are
similar for the major storage reservoirs on the White River.
26
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-Bull Shoals Lake -August 1977
BUL.L.DIA~AL.5 OAKUND ~EEL. BlU'" MW 125 lEAD HIlL. TUCKER
0 0
12 12
24
38
48
.60
Beaver Lake -August 1977 .
-.~AVE~ DAM BIO CL.IF,.,. ROCKT BRANCH P~AIRI! CREEK
E 0 C~EEK
-
: 12 2
a. 24
w
C 38
48
eo Beaver Lake -August 1973
BIO ClI,.,.,. ROCKT BRANCH P~AIRIE CRE!K HOR5E5HO~ MICXORY
0 C~EEK -.C~!EK 0
12 12
24
38
.48
60
2~6 248 2~8 246 246 2~6
OXYGEN (mg/l)
Figure 6. August dissolved oxygen profiles at six sampling stations in Beaver
uke during a dry year (1977), and a wet year (1973). Data from similar
locations in Bull Shoals Lake (1977) are provided for comparison. Data were
collected by the National Reservoir Research Program, OSFWS.
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As stated previously, the uplake area of Beaver Lake exper-
iences the highest rates of chemical and biological activity,
and consequently the most severe oxygen deficits during stratifi-
cation. We examined the rates at which dissolved oxygen was
depleted seasonally and from 1969-1979 in the Horseshoe Bend area
to determine if these rates were increasing through time. This
.site was selected because it is far enough downlake to be buffered
from the effects of individual .torm events, but in an area of
comparatively high biological production. Using the 12-m depth
interval and measurement. obtained from March through November
each year, we were able to describe a seasonal pattern of oxygen
concentrations for the station (Figure 7). Stratification
usually was established by mid-April, and for the period from
mid-April to mid-July the amount of dissolved oxygen present at ."
this depth decreased by an average of about 2.5 mg/l/month.
The rate varied annually from 2 to 3.5 mg/l/month, in relation
: to increasing inflows. Dissolved oxygen has essentially been
depleted from this area by July each year since impoundment.
We compared average monthly rates of oxygen depletion each
year to determine if rates had changed through time--an increase
would indicate that the reservoir is becoming more eutrophic.
Average rates of oxygen depletion for the period mid-April to
mid-July at Horseshoe Bend showed no statistically significant
increase with time (Figure 8). There were substantial year-to-
29
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Horseshoe Bend at 12m = 40ft.
1 '1 ;.,
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Figure 7. Average dissolved oxygen concentrations at 12 meters depth from
the Horseshoe Bend sample site (Station 5) on Beaver Lake from mid-April to
mid-November (1969-1979). Vertical lines represent one standard deviation.
Data were collected by the National Reservoir Research Program, USFWS.
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Horseshoe Bend at 12m A~r.-July
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Figure 8. Average monthly (April-July) rate of dissolved oxygen
depletion at a depth of 12 meters at the Horseshoe Bend sampling
station on Beaver Lake (1969-1979). Data were collected by the
National Reservoir Research Program, USFWS.
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year differences in rates of oxygen depletion associated with
wet and dry years. which suggests that the reservoir responds
primarily to annual runoff patterns rather than to a cumulative
influence of nutrient loading.
Wate~ ~~an&ua~~~~: Water transparency measured with a
Secchi disk provides an index to the abundance of algae if measure-
; mente are made when large quantities of nonliving suspended
materials are not present. Measurements of water transparency
during August meet thi. criterion and provide an index of algal
chlorophyll A biomass in Beaver Lake. August transparency
measures from each of the National Reservoir Research Program's
regularly monitored stations indicated a substantial increase in
the transparency toward the downlake reach (Figure 9). Average
August transparency measurements increased from about 2 meters at
Hickory Creek to near 6 meters at the dam. As with dissolved
oxygen. there was substantial year-to-year variation in the
.
: average water transparency (Figure 10). It was lowest during
wet years (1973. 1978) but no significant increase or decrease in
transparency was observed during the period of monitoring.
!i&h~uit~: The status of fish populations is an
important concern for the recreational interests of Beaver Lake.
The health of the fish community also provides a good measure of
the long-term biological productivity of the reservoir. as fish
represent upper levels of aquatic food chains and live longer
32
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I
than most aquatic organisms, and therefore reflect long-term
trends in water quality.
Personnel from the National Reservoir Research Program and
the Arkansas Game and Fish Commission conducted fish population
and angler use and harvest studies on Beaver Lake from impoundment
in 1968 through 1982. Numerous reports have been published by
: the National Reservoir Research Program (U.S. Fish and Wildlife
.Service, 1982).
Annual cove-rotenone samples of fish taken in August from
uplake, midlake, and downlake reaches provided annual measures of
fish standing crop biomass in the reservoir. The uplake area of
Beaver Lake has supported the highest standing crops of fish since
impoundment. There is a progressive decline in fish biomass
downlake (Table 3). This dis.tribution is consistent with results
of other water-quality and biological studies on Beaver Lake
which indicate that nutrient cycling and biological production
.' is highest in the uplake area. It also reflects a pattern of
production common to most large storage impoundments. (See
comparable biomass estimates from Bull Shoals Lake in Table 3.)
Harvest of sport fish has reflected this distribution pat-
tern. Since impoundment, tbe area upstream of the Highway 12
Bridge has produced about three times the weight of sport fish per
unit area and contributed about 50 percent of the annual harvest
35
~Table 3. Average August fish standing crop and annual
sport fish harvest (pounds/acre) from uplake,
mid1ake, and downlake areas of Beaver Lake and
Bull Shoals Lake, Arkansas; values are averages
for the period 1968 to 1982
Beaver Lake
Up lake Mid1ake Down lake
Standing crop 451 315 240
Harvest 23.8 8.8 8.8
Bull Shoals Lake
Standing crop 263 209 177
.,
lakewide. The uplake areas also experience much. higher fishing
pressure than down1ake are~s. The area above the bridge includes
only about one-fourth of the total surface area of the reservoir.
The biomass of fish in each of the major areas of the reser-
voir has shown little long-term increase or decrease since impound-
..
ment (Figure 11). The biomass of gizzard shad increased sub~
stantially in the uplake area in 1979 and 1980 as a result of
extremely high production of young fo1l1owing a major die-off of
adults during the cold winters of 1977 and 1978, This population
has since declined to near the long-term average for that area.
Fish populations in the midlake area may have declined slightly
since impoundment, although no statistically significant trend
was evident.
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Figure 11. Total standing crops of fish from cove samples
representing the uplake, midlake and downlake areas of Beaver
Lake (1968-1983). Data were collected by the National Reservoir
Research Program, USFWS, and the Arkansas Game and Fish Commissiun.
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Part 3. IMPORTANT LAND USES AND
BEST MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES
Bac.k.i'r.Q~~g
A long-term management strategy for Beaver Lake must
consider the wide range of land uses in the basin and seek to
control nutrient delivery to the reservoir in accordance with
.Best Management Practices (BMP). It must recognize that the
amount of land in different uses will have a significant, if not
overriding, influence on the quantities of nutrients entering the
reservoir and on their controllability. For ezample, more than
one-half of the Beaver Lake watershed is presently forested. When
.undisturbed, these areas contribute nitrogen, phosphorus, and
other nutrients and sediments to the reservoir at comparatively
low levels which reflect minimal human impact on the basin.
Accepted agricultural practices will contribute larger quantities
of nitrogen, phosphorus, and other materials per unit area even
.when they follow BMP. However, from a practical standpoint, only
limited controllability may be feasible, inasmuch a8 they may
incorporate accepted BMP for containing agricultural pollutants.
Continued urban development may produce still higher levels of
nutrient loading and sediments to the reservoir, even with strict
controls on point sources.
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Future trends in land use will be a key element in reservoir
management strategy, wherein some reduction in water quality will
be accepted for continued population, economic, and agricultural
growth. This relationship is well illustrated for surface waters
nationally by Omerni~ (1977), and specifically for Ozark streams
by Smart, Jones, and Sebaugh (1983) who found that concentrations
of nitrogen and phosphorus in streams draining forested lands
in the Ozarks of southern His80uri were about one-half those
of streams draining pastureland, and about one-fourth those of
urban watersheds.
The amount of resources that the community can use to so I ve
water quality problems will be limited, and it is important
that future actions stres8 the mo~t efficient use of these
resources. In its 1984 Report to Congress on Nonpoint Source
Pollution in the U.S.. the Environmental Protection Agency
recognized that current surface water quality standards are
designed prima~ily for low-flow conditions and are most effective
.in detecting large point-source pollutants. These standards
often afford little resolution for nonpoint sources. The agency
recommended evaluating land uses and targeting those activities
which contribute the greatest quantities of nutrients to a body
of water. A system of BHP should then be developed to control
the delivery of nutrients from these sources. Braden" ...,
1982, followed a similar line of reasoning and proposed
39
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concentrating assistance on BMP in critical problem areas as
the key to effective management of nonpoint pollution problems.
Solutions of nonpoint pollution problems include education.
training. financial incentives, and regulation to foster wiser
uses of existing resources. These may involve actions within
accepted BMP to produce small incremental improvements in water
quality. Accurate measures of existing and predicted land uses
.and associated yields of nutrients, coupled with an understanding
of the controllability of the different nutrient sources. will
therefore be needed to target land-management strategies which
offer the greatest promise for water-quality improvement in the
Beaver Lake basin.
The following discussion.of major effluent sources and
land uses in the Beaver Lake basin describes the portions of
the watershed in major land uses and the kinds of water quality
problems that might be expected from each use type. The infor-
mation on land use draws heavily from the '~onpoint Source
Pollution Summary for the White River Basin. Section 4K" prepared
by the Arkansas Soil and Water Conservation Commission (1979)
and information supplied by Committee Members representing the
Soil Conservation Service, Arkansas Forestry Commission. and
Southern Forest Experiment Station.
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Mwlici.ual ~ate tr.e.a~eut i.acilitie.a. HaiQr. EQint. s.Q~r.CIA
a) Hunt8ville contributes treated effluent indirectly into
War Eagle Creek. The plant i8 old, but it ba8 not been linked
to excessive nutrient loading to Beaver Lake. Nutrient studies
near the confluence of War Eagle Creek with Beaver Lake have not
indicated elevated concentrations of nitrogen or phosphorus which
can be tied directly to this effluent.
..
b) The Fayetteville Waste Treatment Plant is the largest point
source of municipal discharge to Beaver Lake. Previous workers
-(Gearbart ~ §1., 1974; Black and Veach, 1982) estimated that
the facility contributes from 28 to 62 percent of the annual
phosphorus load to the reservoir. Plans for upgrading and funding
the Fayetteville facility have been approved. A demonstration
project to show the feasibility of the treatment process is'
underway, and the new plant is scheduled to be in operation by
1988. This action should accommodate population and industrial
growth by the Fayetteville community until the early 21st century.
, With increased control of this major nutrient source, the emphasis
for future water quality management will shift to the many smaller
and diverse point and nonpoint sources in the watershed.
Se~r.ic. tanka Gd. ~ll P.ac.kag,e. P.la.ut,a
Since the early 1970s, there has been much concern over the
discharge of nutrients from septic tanks and small package plants
into Beaver Lake. Ransom ~ 11. (1975) found that many .oil
41.
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types in the watershed have variable rates of permeability, have i
steep slopes, are underlain with shallow bedrock, or overlay
natural fractures or solution channels which can foster rapid and
extensive movement of waste materials. Using these criteria, the
Northwest Arkansas Regional Planning Commission and the Soil Con-
servation Service (1975) classified most soils in the Beaver Lake
basin in Washington and Benton counties as having severe limita-
: tions as septic disposal sites. Exceptions are found primarily
along the White River flood plain in Washington County.
Stone (1972) documented elevated bacterial and nutrient
(nitrogen and phosphorus) concentrations at several small domestic
inflows in the uplake area of Beaver Lake, confirming that these
.effluents represent concentrated sources of nutrient_. and can
indeed move considerable distances and enter the reservoir when
improperly treated.
Development around the lake was rapid following impoundment.
Russell (1975) reported that 13,512 potential building sites had
..been recorded and plotted in an area 2 miles wide around the
shoreline of the reservoir by 1974. Although this level of
development may ultimately occur, it bas not progressed rapidly
to date. In 1979, there were approximately 7,100 septic or small
package systems in tbe Beaver Lake watershed. About 2,200 of
these were in the area around Beaver Lake.
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Development has been concentrated at several locations
around the reservoir, and future effects on water quality .hould
therefore be localized in the areas or embayments immediately
adjacent to these developments. At Lake Hamilton, cove areas
adjacent to developments experienced the greatest water quality
problems (McClelland Consulting Engineers, ~ .11.. 1984). There
has not been a concerted recent effort to quantify nutrient
.loadings from the.e developments around Beaver Lake. and it would
be difficult because the movement of nutrients and pollutants
-underground is difficult to track.
The regulation of septic and package systems has public
appeal, inasmuch a, many soils in the basin are poorly 8uited
.for disposal fields. Improperly functioning units are not
easily identified, and the potential of future groundwater con-
tamination could pose serious problems for the NWA community.
Waste materials that move through fractures or solution channels
and mix with larger uncontaminated sources of groundwater are
.difficult to locate and virtually impossible to correct once
contamination has occurred. Although not the subject of this
report. groundwater contamination may pose a greater problem
to the NWA community than direct pollution of the reservoir.
Many homes obtain drinking water from wells, and an important
long-term effect of improperly treated wastes may be the
contamination of these sources.
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Total nutrient discharge to tbe reservoir from septic and
wmall package systems should be assessed. However, witb tbe
current level of development around tbe reservoir, nutrient
loading from tbese sources appears to be relatively wmall
compared to tbe combined effects of otber point and nonpoint
sources in tbe basin. Presently, an unknown percentage of ;
dwellings near tbe reservoir are summer cabins and receive only
periodic use. There also appears to be a bigb rate of turnover
of existing cottages, and tbe rate of future construction is
unknown. Management actions wbicb target specific violations,
and provide more stringent controls on tbe installation
of new septic and package systems could be accomplisbed witbin
tbe Healtb Department and DPC&E's existing regulatory autbority.
.This probably affords tbe most feasible abort-term solution.
Over tbe longer term, it will be desirable to monitor rates
of growtb, and as population densities increase, develop
.community or regional collection and treatment systems.
Ha.iQI:; '(.,and tlae.a
EQ~&tLandL Approximately 460,000 acres (62 percent) of
tbe upper White River basin is forested, altbougb tbe amount of
forest land bas declined in tbe past 20 years. About 10 percent
of tbe forested land in BeDton aDd WasbingtoD CouDties was cleared
between 1970 aDd 1980 based OD land-use mappiDg by tbe Nortbwest
ArkaDsas Regional PlaDDiDg Commission. Clearing slowed appreciably
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during the late 1970s. as the most desirable areas were already
cleared. and cattle prices declined. The acreage of forest will
continue to decrease slowly in the future. as most land suitable
for agriculture is being farmed. and urban development requires a
relatively small percentage of the total land area.
Total nutrient runoff from forested land varied substantially
from year-to-year as a result of differences in rainfall and
8ilviculture practices <Southern Forest Experiment Station,
unpublished). but compared to other land uses this represent8 a
minor and relatively .table long-term nutrient source. Since 1974.
the U.S. Forest Service's Southern Forest Experiment Station has
conducted water quality 8tudies on four small forested watersheds
located on Fleming Creek. a tributary to the East Fork of the
White River. Scientist8 from the Station reported average con-
centration8 of nitrate nitrogen and total phosphorus in streams
flowing from these experimental watersheds in the upper Beaver
.Lake basin to be 1.95 and 0.18 mg/l. respectively. In 1982.
three of the watersheds received silvicultural treatments.
The8e included: 1) shelterwood thinning, 2) clearcutting and
3) conversion from hardwoods to pine. Collection of data was
continuous before. during. and after treatment. These studies
will continue unless reductions in congressional appropriations
force clo8ure of the research program. and should provide excel-
lent baseline information for the Arkansas Forestry Commis8ion in
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developing future silviculture BMP in the basin. The Commission
recommends BKP for most silviculture activities on a site-specific
basis. This voluntary program is designed to minimize erosion
and represents an important program for controlling water quality
in the reservoir.
6a~i~u~tu~l ~UdL About 32 percent (240.000 acres) of the
". upper White River basin is currently being farmed. The area is
one of relatively high livestock use. primarily for the produc-
tion of cattle. swine. and poultry. In 1978. annual production
of livestock in the watershed included 128.000 hogs. 61.000.000
chickens. and an undetermined number of cattle. Animal wastes.
major agricultural by-products. are applied primarily as organic
fertilizer to pastures. Most of these wastes are diatributed
within five miles of the sites where they are produced.
A recently completed study of fertilization patterns in the
upper White River basin (Soil Conservation Service. in preparation)
..indicated that about 58 percent of the fertilizer applied annually
to randomly sampled test plots during 1982-1983 was animal waste.
whereas 41 percent was commercial inorganic formulation. Poultry
litter applied dry was the primary organic fertilizer. Dried
animal wastes made up about 94 percent of the total organic source.
Liquid wastes from swine and caged layer operations contributed
the remaining 6 percent. Assuming that these application patterns
accurately reflect practices in the basin. average annual rates
46
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for botb organic and inorganic fertilizers are near recommended ~
agricultural levels for tbe region. However, only about one-balf I
of tbe area received fertilizer treatments during the study,
wbicb suggests tbat tbe application of animal wastes could be
approximately doubled witbout exceeding recommended agricultural
level..
Botb organic and inorganic fertilizers were applied mostly
during .pring and autumn to tbe more productive soils of moderate
to gentle elope. Organic fertilizer was applied at an average
rate of 2.3 tone/acre/year. Inorganic formulations were
applied at an average annual rate of 360 pounds/acre, but rates
ranged from 100 to 800 pounds/acre. The higher rates represented .
multiple applications. The demand for organic fertilizer
presently exceeds .upply, altbougb an estimated 11,400 tons were
applied annually to the watershed in tbe late 1970s.
The study indicated that liquid animal wastes make up a
.relatively small percent of tbe total organic fertilizer, but it
.presents special problems in tbat swine and caged layer operations
frequently bave limited storage capacity and tbe liquid wastes
must be applied several times during tbe year. Recently, tbere
has been a trend toward larger operations tbat localize production
and tberefore compound problems witb distribution of wastes.
Spills at several operations in tbe basin bave prompted action
by tbe DPC&E.
47
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Most farm operations practice BMP as these are economically
sound. However. there will continue to be a portion of the agri-
cultural operators who are unwilling. or are financially unable to
implement sound management practices. Assisting these operators
in making best use of their resources would benefit the entire
community. and this should represent an important element of
a basinwide management strategy. State and federal agencies
currently provide information and education. limited financial
assistance and/or other incentives to encourage land use. aDd
regulation of the larger point source agricultural operations.
A management strategy group should stress close working relations
with these agencies to accomplish needed management actions.
The total quantity of primary nutrients (nitrogen and phos-
phorus) that reach Beaver Lake annually from various agricultural
functions is not well known. The National Eutrophication Survey
(Environmental Protection Agency. 1978) indicated that about
.79.600 lb.. (44 percent) of the annual phosphorus and 3.224.000 1bs.
(90 percent) of the annual nitrogen losds entered Beaver Lake from
nonpoint sources. This included forest. agricultural. and urban
runoff. Quantities of organic matter entering the reservoir have
likewise not been defined. The above estimates of agricultural
loading to the reservoir have not included storm runoff. and
therefore may represent extremely conservative estimates.
48
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The Soil Conservation Service's recently completed study of I
fertilization patterns in the upper White River basin predicts
the quantities of certain nutrients from organic and inorganic
fertilizer applications that reach the edge of test plots under
various application rates and climatic conditions. However, this
modeling effort will not quantify the ultimate delivery of these
nutrients into Beaver Lake, and it reveals an important data
gap i~ terms of understanding the effects of different agricul-
tural nutrient .ources on the water quality of the reservoir. An
intensive water quality .tudy of the type needed to accurately
quantify the relative contributions of agricultural runoff would
require an assessment of pulsed or storm loadings and careful
sample design. It would therefore be labor intensive. Without
this type of effort many sources of nonpoint pollution will remain
poorly defined, and it will not be possible to accurately evaluate
other management actions with respect to incremental effects on
.
.reservoir water quality.
Significant change. in land use and in the application of animal
waste products is unlikely; therefore, large reductions in nutrient
loadings with current agricultural practices are improbable. Land
application of animal wastes represents an economical method of
disposing of these materials. Potential reductions in nutrient
delivery to the reservoir will be realized to the extent that the
timing and quantities of wastes applied are altered.
49
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Buffer zones where livestock and fertilizer application would
not be permitted within certain distances of streams would offer
limited control over the entry of agricultural wastes into surface
waters. These actions would impact a small percentage of farmers,
but could provide benefit to the basin when viewed relative to
all point and nonpoint sources of agricultural nutrient loading.
;. If protection of riparian habitat is included, the approach would
reduce stream-bank erosion.
There will be misuse of agricultural wastes on a site-
specific_basis. A management strategy which stresses efficient
..
waste application and sets constraints on the design of new
package systems may be the most effective short-term approach
to controlling small point and nonpoint agricultural lourcea.
Presently, the Soil Conservation Service, County Extension
offices, and Soil and Water Conservation districts provide
guidance through BKP designed to control nutrient and soil
.' losses. These plans are developed for each farm, and they have
become very effective in controlling nutrient and soil losses.
They should be considered important elements of a long-term
water quality management strategy.
Future agricultural trends in the upper White River basin
will be influenced by the location of processing plants, the
market value of agricultural products, and access to the basin.
Springdale presently serves as the center for poultry processing
I
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~n t e ~mmed~ate area, an r~s~ng fue costs may resu t ~n t e
production sites being moved closer to these processing centers--
a move which could reduce agricultural growth in the White River
basin. Similarly, the market value of cattle will determine if
more marginal land is converted to pasture. Presently, it is not
profitable to clear the steeper sloping forest land for cattle
production. A substantial increase in the market price could
result in more land being cleared in a very short time.
U~ban Lauda. Runoff from urban areas contributes an unknown
quantity of organic material, nutrients, heavy metals toxic sub-
stances, and oil and grease to the reservoir. Livingston (1973)
measured nutrient concentrations in Town Branch, which drains the
south part of Fayetteville, and concluded that urban ~noff could
contribute substantial quantities of nutrients to the reservoir.
Unfortunately, the study had limited predictive value, as it
included only a small area in Fayetteville and was conducted
: during a 3-month period in late winter of 1972-73 when runoff was
high. With continued urban growth, better knowledge of the types
and quantities of nutrients from these areas is needed.
Presently, population distribution in NWA is such that much
of the runoff from urban areas does not flow into Beaver Lake.
The divide between the White River and Illinois River basins is
close to Beaver Lake on the west edge of the drainage, and much
of the runoff from the more densely populated urban areas of
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Nortbwest Arkansas presently flows into tbe Illinois and Grand ~
River basins. Tbe soutb and east parts of Fayetteville, east
parts of Rogers and Springdale, and all of West Fork, Greenland,
Elkins, Hunt8ville, and the developments surrounding Beaver Lake
contribute urban runoff to tbe Beaver Lake basin.' These urban
area8 made up about 17,500 acres of tbe ba8in in 1979 (about
: 2 percent of tbe watersbed). Barring some unforseen sbift in
future population growtb, urban development 8bould be concentrated
in tbe areas directly east of Fayetteville, Springdale, and Kogers.
Urbanization of tbe White River basin should accelerate in tbe
next two decades, as the population of Nortbwest Arkansas i8
..expected to "approximately double by tbe early 218t century. Thi8
future development will likely pose 8 serious water-quality con-
cern. Burby ~ 11. (1982) surveyed water-system managers from
tbrougbout the U.S. and reported a mucb greater perception of
water-quality problems a8 watershed development increased from
.1 to 25 percent.
F.r.aaigE: aB~d~r.s~~~.
Based on information presented by tbe Arkansas Soil and
Water Conservation Commission (1979), sheet and rill erosion
accounts for about 79 percent of the annual soil loss in the
upper White River basin. Erosion of unpaved roads and road banks
account8 for an additional 18 percent. Construction activity
produce8 sbort-term higbly localized and variable erosion tbat
52.
may exceed 50 tons of soil per acre per year, but tbe cumulative
effects are small wben compared to otber sources. Beaver Lake
bas a long tbeoretical ~8ter retention time (1.5 years), and it
tberefore serves as an extremely efficient nutrient and sediment
trap. Materials eroded from the White River and War Eagle water-
sbeds are deposited mostly in tbe uplake areas of tbe reservoir.
The rate at wbicb future erosion occurs will directly influence
tbe life of tbe reservoir, but particularly tbe pbysical and
water-quality cbaracteristics uplake f~om tbe Beaver Water
District'. intake structure.
Current forest and agricultural practices in tbe watersbed
are producing low rates of sediment loss compared to many other
areas in Arkansas, and erosion bas apparently decreased since.
1980. During tbe mid-1970s, 80il losses from the major water-
sheds in tbe Beaver Lake basin averaged about 3 tons/acre/year.
This was a period of rapid land clearing, as approximately 10
.percent of tbe upper White River basin was cleared between 1970
and 1980. The War Eagle Creek basin experienced tbe bigbest rate
of erosion. Clearing of the steeper billsides has slowed sub-
stantially, and most of the more valuable agricultural land is
presently in pasture. Recent studies (Soil Conservation Service,
unpublished) indicate tbat erosion from tbe major drainages
in tbe upper White River basin currently averages less tban
2 tons/acre/year. This about equals tbe annual rate of 8oil
53
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formation on steeper sloping land and relects tbe implementation
of BMP as recommended by several management agencies over mucb of
tbe watersbed. Future changes in land use will involve clearing
of more forest land and subsequent replacement by urban and
agricultural use. Rates of erosion are tberefore likely to
increase again in tbe future.
". As wuld be expected, most of tbe sediment lossel in tbe
Beaver Lake basin occur on nonforested lands. In 1982, tbe
Arkansas Forestry Commission began sampling erosion losses on all
types of forestry logging activities in Arkansas. To date, tbe
Commission bas monitored 1465 sites statewide and bas estimated
average annual soil loss' at 0.37 tons per acre. In Nortbwest .
Arkansas, 83 logging sites bave been monitored, and average soil
losses were 0.53 tons per acre. These samples were taken from a
wide range of soil types and slopes and probably reflect accurate
losses for lands wbere logging occurs. By comparison, undisturbed
.' forest lands produce negligible annual soil losses-generally less
tban 0.05 tons per acre (Dr. Edward Lawson, Soutbern Forest
Experiment Station, personal coUmlUnication).
S~r.a.te9.ie.s. fQ~ ~le.me.nt.i.u~ aeo-s.~ !!a.~a2e.me.~t P.uctice.s.
Conceptually, control of nutrients fro~ point and nonpoint
agricultural sources can be approacbed from two perspectives.
One is to limit nutrient delivery througb regulatory action.
The second is to optimize use of existing BMP and identify new
54
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technologies which will lead to improved techniques which con-
tribute smaller amounts of nutrients to the reservoir.
Attempts to regulate nonpoint nutrient sources are difficult.
as most existing agricultural practices incorporate accepted BMP.
For example. the application of animal wastes to lands in the
Beaver Lake basin is frequently within recommended agricultural
levels and at the recommended times. Improper applications occur
and are subject to regulatory action by the Department of Health.
the Department of Pollution Control and Ecology. and the Environ-
mental Protection Agency. Hoyever. these applications make up a
relatively small part of the total nutrient loading from agricul-
tural activities. Efforts to eliminate land application of
animal wastes by regulatory action would face stiff resistance in
the community. and in fact would be very difficult to justify.
based on the current levels of nutrient loading to the reservoir
.and the economic importance of agriculture to the NWA community.
.This type of regulatory approach offers a stop-gap protection for
the reservoir.
A strategy which encourages the development of ney technolo-
gies for specific land use practices offers an effective long-
term approach to managing water quality in the basin. For
example. as protein costs rise. new techniques which use poultry
yastes as feed for livestock promise an economically viable
alternative to land application. Similarly. methods to remove
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solid wastes from swine or caged-layer operations could signifi-
cantly reduce tbe volume of liquid wastes produced from tbese
activities. Actions wbicb reduce pollutants as a part of better
land use or agricultural practices afford permanent solutions at
no direct cost to tbe community. Staff members at the University
of Arkansas are engaged in agricultural and engineering researcb
design to provide solutions to many pollution problems. A water-
quality management organization could work to effectively target
promising management approaches for problems in tbe basin.
New methode for controlling tbe delivery of primary n~trients
and pollutants to Itreams are constantly being developed. A major"
tonstraint in recommending specific"BKP is that tbey will cbange
through ti~e. Therefore, specific r~commendations are not
i~cluded in this report. Several state, federal, and local
agencies currently provide state-of-the-art BHP. A best manage-
ment strategy sbould include strong communication witb tbese
.' agencies to insure that new concepts or techniques are adopted.
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Part 4. WATER QUALITY MONITORING, IMPORTANT DATA GAPS, I
AND DATA BASE MANAGEMENT
iac.k.a.r.Quud.
Au efficient water-quality management strategy for Beaver
Lake should 1) identify sources of excessive nutrients; 2) pin-
point specific land-use or industrial practices that give rise
to these materials; and 3) measure the success of different
treatments or management actions. A program of water-quality
monitoring would be required to meet these needs.
Previous 8tudies have shown that Beaver Lake experiences
.
substantial seasonal and year-to-year variations in water quality
..
"
because of difference8 iu runoff patterns (see Part 1). Thi8
creates a variable baseline of uutrient concentrations in the
~eservoir during any year. Changes in water quality that indicate
the presence of excess nutrients or result from future management
actions must therefore be assessed relative to these natural
.variations. Long-term records of selected water-quality charac-
teristics must therefore provide the basis for identifying signi-
ficant p~llution problems and evaluating future management actions.
~Qr.ta.ut nata laae.&
Water quality and biological monitoring is currently being
conducted in the Beaver Lake basin by the Little Rock District
Corps of Engineers, the U.S. Geological Survey and the Department
of Pollution Control and Ecology jointly, the Beaver Water
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District, the Fayetteville Waste Treatment Plant, the Southern
Forest Experiment Station, and the Arkansas Game and Fish Commis-
sion. The National Reservoir Research Program, U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service, conducted water quality and biological mon-
itoring from 1968 to 1982. In addition, the Arkansas Water
Resources Research Center and Northwest Arkansas Regional
Planning Commission have supported many water-quality studies
to address specific engineering and biological problems. The
National Reservoir Research Program funded or conducted approx-
imately 65 pre- and post-impoundment fishery and related limno-
logical studies from 1961 to 1982. Historical studies are
summarized by Hogue ~ 11. (1971), Ashworth and Mitchell (1982),.
and National Reservoir Research Program (1982) and will not be
detailed in this report.
Short-term studies followed a variety of sampling protocols
to address specific engineering, water quality, or biological
.problems. Consequently, they have limited application for
assessing changes in water quality since impoundment. The
following long-term data bases provide chemical, physical, and
biological information suitable for evaluating water quality
trends in the reservoir:
u.s. Ge.Q1Q2.i~al SUr.'K6V c.USGSl-aoudUe.uar.tme.ntaf P'Qllutian
CQutr.Ql_~d~~QlQ2.T cnP.C~ These agencies have conducted
quantitative sampling of major nutrients, heavy metals, pesticides,
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and coliforms at two locations on the Wbite River east of
Fayetteville at least four times a year since 197~ The sites
are located upstream and downstream of the Fayetteville Waste
Treatment Plant. Both sampling frequency and number of parameters
measured have increased in recent years. This information is
published as Annual Water Data Reports for Arkansas distributed by
the USGS, and is accessable through the STORET system maintained
by the EPA.
L.i.ttle. B.ac.k, ni.t.r.ic.t.. Co,r.na Qf ~ine.8.r.a (CaE). The COE has
monitored selected nutrients, heavy metals, and coliforms at
several locations in the reservoir since 1975. These locations
include the major tributaries, the water intake for the Beaver
Water District, selected COE recreation areas, and permanent .
stations immediately above and downstream from Beaver D~
Sampling has been conducted at irregular intervals, but
spring/summer sampling has occurred during most years. Data
'. from sites around public use areas are on file at the Little Rock
District, COE office in Little Rock. Information from stations
located upstream and downstream from Beaver Dam are available
through the USGS Annual Water Data reports for Arkansas.
B~'K~r. rcate.r. Uiatr.ic.t (B~). The BWD has conducted
monthly sampling of important nutrients at nine locations on major
tributaries to Beaver Lake since 1979. In addition, seasonal
chemical and biological sampling is conducted at the Rvy. 45 and
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,Hwy. 68 bridges. Systematic monitoring of water entering the I
treatment system provides a long-term data base for identifying
trends in biological and chemical characteristics of the drinking
water supply for Nortbwest Arkansas (NWA). These data are filed
at the BWD treatment plant.
£a'Kette.~ill. ia.te. tr.e.atme.nt 2laut ~p.).. The plant
monitors chemical and biological parameters in the effluent.
These include measures of important nutrients (N&P) and provide
..long-term track of chemical characteristics of the plant's
effluent. These data are retained by the City of Fayetteville.
HatiQual B e.~~Qi~ R.e.s.e.ar.c.h_2r.Q~r.a.m <.NB.iP.),. This field
program of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service monitored temper-
ature, specific conductance, and dissolved oxygen monthly at six
stations from the time the reservoir filled in 1968 througb 1980.
These parameters were measured at 3-m intervals at stations located
near Hickory Creek, Horseshoe Bend, Prairie Creek, Rocky Branch,
~ the mouth of C1ifty Creek, and at the D~ Secchi disk transpar-
ency was also measured at each station. Zooplankton abundance and
biomass was measured at all stations from 1972 to 1980, and annual
estimates of fish standing crop, sport fish harvest, and fisbing
pressure were made from 1968 to 1981. The program was terminated
in 1983, and raw data (water quality and biological) were archived
at the Arkansas Water Resources Research Center. Analysis of
these data were not complete when the program closed, but they
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provide the primary long-term measure of trends in water quality
of Beaver Lake since impoundment.
SQuthar.u F,Qr.es.t Exne.~imtut SUt.~ (s:rES). The U.S. Forest
Service's Research Work Unit at Fayetteville has conducted water
quality studies on four relatively undisturbed watersheds in the
Fleming Creek drainage located in the upper White River basin
since 1974. Meterological. sediment, and water quality parameters
have been measured frequently enough to assess annual yields of
important nutrients and the effects of storm runoff on nutrient
and sediment transport. These studies have included measures of
.~- phosphorus, total nitrogen, and nitrate nitrogen. The data base
1 affords unique measures of the yield of nutrients from undisturbed
.forested portions of the basin. In 1982, three of the watersheds
received silviculture treatments including shelterwood thinning,
clear cutting, and conversion from hardwood to pine.
Historical water-quality data from the Beaver Lake basin
have included a wide range of parameters, sampling techniques,
and collection sites. There has not been a concerted effort to
analyze these data, but they provide a large potential source of
information for examining future trends in reservoir water
quality. Presently, the multi-agency water-quality monitoring
programs in the basin are poorly coordinated with respect to the
timing and location of sampling. Most of the agencies currently
monitoring water quality in the reservoir will continue some
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level of effort. A management strategy should therefore seek to
coordinate monitoring to standardize sampling methodologies,
minimize duplication of effort, and foster information exchange.
In addition, historical data bases should be assembled and
critically examined to address the following questions:
1) Which water-quality monitoring agencies have useful
historical information in existing data bases?
2) Are these data bases adequate to identify objectives
of a local water-quality management organization?
Qb.ie.c.ti'Ke.a
A water-quality monitoring program for Beaver Lake should
have the following objectives: -
.1) Quantify long-term changes in reservoir water quality.
2) Identify areas of high nutrient input.
3) Evaluate the effects of nutrient removal, or assess the
influx of nutrients from different-levels of management.
4) Test for violations of state water-quality Itandards.
5) Identify regions in the reservoir that may require
specific water-quality management actions.
~itQ.~iua. Str.ate.a.'Z
Previous water quality Itudies on Beaver Lake have shown
that rapid changes in concentratins of nutrients or pollutants
are highly improbable, that concentrations of these material.
lakewide will increase slowly, and that the greatest potential
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for problems will be in the uplake area where major tributaries
enter the reservoir. The very slow movement of water through
the reservoir permits the greatest loading in the least volume
of water. This results in high biological activity near the
tributaries, and a rapid decrease in nutrient concentrations and
biological products downlake from these sites.
Development will continue in the watershed, and a deteriora-
tion of reservoir water quality through time will be difficult
to prevent in uplake areas. Baseline or existing water quality
condi~ions are adequately defined to illustrate the current trophic
.atatu8 of the reservoir. However, more accurate measurements of
the rates of water-quality change are needed for planning purposes
.and to justify future management actions. A core program of data
collection to quantify long-term trends in water quality could be
conducted at a relatively small coat.
Short-term and local water-quality problems will continue
to occur and will require specific action8 by the NWA community.
For example, sources of toxic substances that contaminate drinking
water supplies or threaten human health must be located and
eliminated. Detecting, quantifying, and eliminating these
materials requires an entirely different sampling protocol than
that needed to assess long-term trends in nutrients which
influence water quality by stimulating biological production.
With the exception of iron and manganese, natural levels of heavy
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metals and other toxic materials appear to be low in the Beaver
Lake basin. High 8ampling and analytical costs make it difficult
to justify a routine monitoring program for these substances.
Existing monitoring for toxic materials at the Highway 45 Bridge
by the DPC&E augmented with a lakewide survey once every 3 to 5
years, should detect significant new sources of these materials.
bSa.n.: i t.Q r; i 13. 2. P. roc ~ 1:0am
A systematic low-intensity monitoring program maintained for
a period of 10 to 20 years will be required to accurately predict
future trends in water quality of the reservoir. The program
should be designed to minimize annual sampling effort and costs,
while detecting significant changes in a limited number of
.important water-quality. and biological parameters. It should
incorporate known historical, seasonal and spatial trends in water
quality. For example, biological production in aquatic communi-
ties is known to increase as temperature increases. Consequently,
.high nutrient concentrations stimulate biological production and
cause water-quality problems mostly during summer. Although
degradation in potable water quality may occur at any season,
violations of water-quality standards usually occur during this
period. Accordingly, a monitoring program should concentrate
sampling during the warm seasons.
Beaver Lake experiences strong thermal stratification during
the summer (National Reservoir Research Program, unpublished).
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Stratification begins in April or May, and mixing occurs from
September through November. The chemical and biological processes
that occur during this time are predictable and can be used to
optimize sampling times. Four sampling dates distributed evenly
during reservoir stratification and one sampling during winter
mixing would detect long-term trends in reservoir water quality.
The following sampling dates are recommended, based on annual
patterns of thermal 8tratification:
mid-February --winter mixing
mid-April --onset of 8tratification
mid-June --early summer stratification
.mid-A~gust --strong 8ummer stratification
mid-october --reservoir mixing
The greatest biological and chemical gradients in water
quality occur in the headwaters of Beaver Lake, as most nutrients
enter the reservoir from the White River and War Eagle Creek, and
.slow water movement permits substantial assimilation in the uplake
area. The Beaver Water District'8 intake structure is located
only 6 miles downlake from the confluence of these major tribu-
taries. Conversely, the intake structure for the Boone-Carroll
Water District i. located downlake, where water quality is excep-
tional. Future trends in water quality in the uplake area of the
reservoir will determine treatment costs and potential health
problems for much of the NWA community. Water-quality monitoring
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should be concentrated in this area. The following recommended
sampling stations (Figure 12) reflect this strategy:
Uplake. White RiveT at Highway 68 Bridge (WR-68)
War Eagle Arm at Hickory Flat (WE)
Intake structure for Beaver Water District (BWD)
Midlake. Highway 12 Bridge (12-B)
Downlake. Rocky Branch area (RB)
These recommendations are based on assumptions that 1) the
Beaver Water District and the Department of Pollution Control
and Ecology will continue to monitor water quality at existing
sites upstream (Wyman Bridge) and downstream (Highway 45 Bridge)
of the Fayetteville Waste Treatment Plant; 2) the Game and Fish
Co1!mlission will estimate. standing crops of fish annually at
presently sampled locations in the reservoir (Pine Creek. Coose
Creek and Fords Creek); and 3) the Corps of Engineers will
maintain the water-quality monitoring stations upstream and
..downstream from the dam.
Changes in water quality can be detected by systematically
measuring a relatively small number of chemical and biological
parameters. Important indicators include dissolved oxygen concen-
tration. indexes of primary and secondary production. and concen-
trations of selected nutrients. The amounts of dissolved oxygen
present above and below the thermocline at different times during
the su1!mler provide a good index to the chemical and biological
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Figure 12. Map of Beaver Lake showing locations of proposed
Monitoring Stations. (See legend on previous page.)
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-oxygen demand in Beaver Lake. Water transparency measured with a
Secchi disk during summer provides an index to primary production,
particularly if it is augmented with measures of chlorophyll A.
Changes in the concentrations of nitrate nitrogen, total phos-
phorus, and orthophosphate would identify trends in major nutrient
sources. The following measures represent a minimal sampling
program for water quality monitoring.
1) Water temperature; measured at 3-m (= 10 ft.) intervals
through the water column.
2) Dissolved oxygen; measured at the same intervals as
temperature.
3) Water transparency; Secchi disk.
4) Chlorophyll A; phytophyton grab samples co1.lected
at 3 m, midpoint of the thermocline, and midpoint of
the hypolimnion.
5) Nitrate nitrogen, total phosphorus, and orthophosphate;
: samples collected at each depth listed in item 4.
The program should incorporate strict quality control and a
standard format for data collection and analysise It should be
reviewed frequently with the objectives of minimizing sampling
effort, eliminating unproductive elements, and evaluating new
management initiativese
Localized water-quality problems or programs to evaluate
specific management actions would require specific sampling design
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and expertise. For example, monitoring in areas around future
commercial, industrial, or agricultural developments to detect
increased nutrient concentrations or toxic materials should be
viewed as separate problems, but coordinated within the core
program whenever possible. These should be administered as
separate problems, and specialists should be hired to conduct
the work.
ImnQ,r.tant. Data Gan..
Several broad data gaps presently limit development of a
basinwide water-quality-management strategy. From an applied.
perspective, accurate measures of the relative contributions of
the many po.int and nonpoint nutrient sources are needed (Ashworth
..and Mitchell, 1982). With upgrading of the effluent from the
Fayetteville Waste Treatment Plant, much finer resolution of
remaining point and nonpoint sources will be needed to justify and
target future management actions.
.
.An assessment of nutrient loading during storm events should
be included in this effort. Future actions to improve or maintain
water quality in Beaver Lake will be expensive. An understanding
of the loading of certain nutrients (particularly phosphorus)
during storms is essential, as this may reflect an uncontrollable
input of nutrients which must be quantified if responses to
reduced nutrient loading from known sources are to be evaluated.
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Information on patterns of sedimentation and nutrient assimi-
lation within the reservoir is badly needed. The total quantities
of sediments entering Beaver Lake are low compared to those
entering many other reservoirs, but impacts on the NWA community
may be significant because of the location of the Beaver Water
District intake structure. The reservoir has a long theoretical
retention time (1.5 years), and a disproportionate amount of the
nutrients, sediments, and pollutants entering the impoundment
are deposited in the upstream reaches. The intake structure for
the Beaver Water District is located in this area, and only about
5 percent (60,000 acre feet) of the reservoir volume is contained
uplake of the structure. If most sediment deposition takes place
in the extreme uplake area, the volume of the reservoir upstream
of the intake structure will decrease at a proportionally higher
rate than that of the entire reservoir. Water quality problems
in the uplake area will also worsen much more rapidly than for
.the entire reservoir.
Similarly, the chemical and biological effects of additional
nutrient deposition in this area should be determined. Feeney
(1971) reported that significant quantities of nitrogen and phos-
phorus were accumulating in sediments in uplake reaches of Beaver
Lake soon after impoundment. The rapid improvement in water
quality downlake confirms that a large portion of the inflowing
nutrients are indeed assimilated in the extreme uplake reaches.
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Knowledge of the distribution and concentration of nitrogen and
phosphorus in sediments in this area of Beaver Lake would improve
our understanding of nutrient assimilation by the reservoir.
The Little Rock District, COE, conducted sediment sampling during
the late summer of 1984 which will provide broader insight into
the spatial distribution of primary nutrients in sediments.
A detailed study to describe the biological and chemical proces-
ses that enable nutri~nts ~o reach the sediments and the ultimate
fate of these materials is needed. It should be designed to show
if the reservoir serves as an efficient long-term sink for nitro-
gen and phosphorus as has been suggested in many earlier studies,
., or if substantial recycling and mobilization of sedimented nutrients
is occurring.
Seasonal and spatial production of algae remains' poorly
defined in Beaver Lake, particularly in upstream reaches where
nutrient concentrations are highest. Mobilization of phosphorus
.and certain metals from sediments into anoxic hypolimnial waters
occurs during summer stratification in many large storage impound-
ments. Relations between these increased concentrations of
nutrients or pollutants and the production of algae in the reser-
voir is of immediate management concern for maintaining high-
quality drinking water. If nutrients (particularly phosphorus)
remain in the deeper areas (hypolimnion), they may contribute
little to the overall production of algae in the reservoir (Taylor
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~ &1., 1980). However, if they are transported to shallower
(epilimnial) waters during late summer as the reservoir mixes,
algal blooms with associated tastes and odors in drinking water
may result.
Finally, the upgrading of the Fayetteville Waste Treatment
Plant will have an undefined, but positive influence on water
quality in Beaver Lake. Understanding how the reservoir responds
to this major reduction of nutrients will provide valuable insight
into the potential responses from future management actions and
levels of management needed to significantly impact water quality.
Describing changes in water quality of Beaver Lake after the plant
begins operation should be an integral part of any monitoring
strategy. The program outlined previously would detect signifi-
cant improvements in water quality resulting from upgrading of the
waste treatment facility.
nata ~aae Mauag.e.me.ut
The historical data bases and numerous special studies on
Beaver Lake provide valuable sources of information to address
future water-quality problems in the basin. Published water-
quality and biological studies are presently housed at the
University of Arkansas Mullins Library, the Arkansas Water
Resources Research Center, the Northwest Arkansas Regional Plan-
ning Commission, and The Fayetteville Public Library. Unpublished
data are maintained by the different collecting agencies in
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variable formats. A continuing water-quality-management strategy
should stress the collation and maintenance of published and
raw data from the entire basin at one location. At a min~,
existing data should be retained in a standardized format, and a
clearinghouse ahould be established to provide up-to-date water-
quality information. The Northwest Arkansas Regional Planning
Commission and the Arkansas Water Resources Research Center are
centrally located with existing staffs and phyaical planta.
With minimal staffing additions, these agencies could provide
.the needed user services to the BWA community.
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Part 5. ORGANIZATIONAL ALTERNATIVES
FOR MANAGING WATER QUALITY
kc.k.~r.Q~uc1
Developing a long-term water-quality management program
for Beaver Lake will require that the leaders of the Northwest
Arkansas (NWA) community work collectively to address resource
problems in the entir~ watershed. The NWA area is fortunate
that the quality of water in much of Beaver Lake is currently
good when compared to that in other large reservoirs in the U.S.
(see Part 1). This provides an opportunity for the community
to consider long-term land use as a means of controlling water
quality. How urban and agricultural development proceeds in
the basin over the next ten to fifteen years will likely be the
overriding factor determining future reservoir water quality.
Planning activities by the governments of Benton. Carroll.
Madison. and Washington counties and the municipalities of
: Fayetteville. Huntsville. Rogers, Springdale, and West Fork, with
guidance from the Northwest Arkansas Regional Planning Commission
will significantly influence future water quality in the reservoir.
Therefore, it is appropriate that these county and municipal
governments and organizations coordinate efforts (by active
participation or by proxy) to assure wise land-use management.
A management program should recognize the broad range of
potential pollutants from the watershed and provide for the
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systematic and quantitative evaluation of both point and nonpoint
nutrient sources. Upgrading the effluent from the Fayetteville
Waste Treatment Plant has been a major consideration of previous
management efforts. Completion of the new facility will reduce
nutrient loading from this major point source to the extent
feasible with existing technology. Future management actions
will therefore address diverse vater-quality problems, as there
will be few conspicuous point sources to control. Most actions
will involve small gains. and those which promise a measurable
economic benefit may be easiest to justify.
Conflicting water uses should be recognized and accommodated
.by long-range management programs. Economic development in NWA .
vill be influenced by the availability and cost of high quality
drinking water from Beaver Lake. Current water-quality management
philosophies are designed to minimize nutrient loading, and this
use will continue to be a high priority. The quantities of
.
-nutrients required to optimize vater quality for drinking and
primary-contact water activities are far lower than those needed
to maintain large fish populations. Therefore, the organization
should recognize that a water-quality strategy for one purpose
may be detrimental to other competing uses, and that compromise
may be necessary. For example, if recreational fishing i. to be
a primary long-term use of the reservoir, some trade-off between
the quality of water needed to minimize treatment costs and that
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.needed to maintain fish populations may be desirable, so long as
no standards are violated.
It will also be important to better understand bow Beaver
Lake processes nutrients and how the assimilative capacity of the
reservoir might aid in controlling pollutants. The reservoir has
a large, but poorly defined, assimilative capacity which has been
given minimal consideration in the development of previous water-
quality management plans. The strong nutrient and biological
gradients observed from upstream to downstream reaches of Beaver
Lake and other ~imilar 7large storage reservoirs in Arkansas
(see Part 1) 8uggest that a large percentage of the nutrients
entering the reservoir are assimilated in the upstream reaches.
Water quality in the main body of the reservoir bas not changed
measurably since the reservoir filled in 1968. This strongly
suggests that the reservoir assimilates most of the current
nutrient load and rapidly removes these materials from biological
.
: processes. Nitrogen, phosphorus, and other materials are
apparently deposited in the upstream reaches of the reservoir.
If these nutrients remain bound in the sediments, they may be
removed indefinitely from biological processes.
The major data gaps identified in Part 4 represent important
needs for future resource management. They are difficult ques-
tions and may require several integrated studies to solve.
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For example. the 8tudy of algal growth potential conducted by
Dr. Meyer (activity 1 of this report) was based on a perceived
need for additional information about factors which influence
algal production in the uplake area of Beaver Lake. This effort
answered several important questions about how the reservoir
processes nutrients. but raised new and equally important ones
concerning other kinds of materials that influence production of
algae in the reservoir. Similarly. a quantitative evaluation
of nutrient loading during storms would do much to clarify the
relations between point and nonpoint discharge of nutrients. and
?
could drastically alter our perception of potential pollution
8ources in the basin. However. the work to better identify these
sources might be required to justify specific management actions.
An approach to wate.r-quality management wherein local govern-
ments pool talent and resources to collectively address water-
quality problems is economically appealing. With a relatively
small commitment of time and resources from each participating
.
organization. community representatives from throughout the Beaver
Lake watershed could meet to identify common water-quality con-
cerns and take appropriate actions to quantify and determine the
controllability of different point and nonpoint nutrient-source
pollutants. The organization would serve the NWA area in the
following ways:
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1) Provide an open forum for community leaders and special
interests to discuss water-quality problems in the upper
White River basin.
2) Provide community administrators and policy-makers with
a vehicle to collectively prioritize and address water-
quality problems in the basin, seek acceptable solutions,
and communicate these interests to the appropriate
regulatory, management, or operational authorities.
3) Provide a mechanism for the NWA community to develop posi-
tions on i88u~8 involving state and federal water policy.
4) Develop a broad understanding of water-quality problems
in the wat~rshed based on an understanding of nutrient
loadings from both urban and agricultural 8ources, and
thereby offer a mechanism for incorporating important
management considerations into community planning.
5) Provide a clearing house for published reports
..concerning Beaver Lake and maintain a data base of
historical, chemical, and biological data.
6) Identify important data Dr information gap8, and focus
the appropriate expertise and funds to effectively
address these needs.
7) Maintain a cost-effective monitoring program to
identify long-term trends in reservoir water quality
and localized problem areas.
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Initially, the function of a management organization should
be to provide community leaders vith an opportunity to discuss
water-quality needs and possible management options from a basin-
wide perspective. Specific problems viII become apparent as
perceptions of vater-quality needs change and new legislative
initiatives are developed. If future needs could be thoroughly
reviewed and discussed by representatives of local governments
and regulatory agencies, the wealth of engineering and scientific
expertise available to the area could be focused very efficiently
on the most pressing management and research problema.
A vater-quality management organization should provide
leadership to foster communication and cooperation between local
governing bodies and the regulatory, management, and operating
agencies. Residents of NWA have a vested interest in maintaining
good water quality in Beaver Lake. It is therefore appropriate
that a management organization made up of these local interests
.should assume the lead in identifying water-quality problems,
setting priorities for management actions, and conveying these
interests to appropriate regulatory or operating agencies.
Finally, a water-quality management strategy should recognize
that NWA is made up of several communities with distinct interests
and constituencies which will influence their vater-quality needs,
and that management actions may produce undesirable effects on
nearby watersheds. Much of the Beaver Lake watershed lies in
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.Washington and Madison counties where agricultural activities
are the major sources of reservoir nutrients. However, a large
part of Washington County also lies in the Illinois River water-
shed where residents have divergent water-quality interests.
Similarly, Madison and Carroll counties must accomodate interests
with residents in the Kings River basin. Much of Beaver Lake,
including most of the developed area around the lake, is in
Benton County. Therefore, that county will bear most of the
cost of enforcing and controlling urban development in the area
immediately around Beaver Lake.
Fayetteville and Huntsville discharge treated effluents into
the upper White River basin, whereas Springdale and Rogers dis-
charge wastes into the Illinois River basin. Similarly, urpan
runoff from the different communities is not equally distributed
in the basin. Huntsville and West Fork contribute surface runoff
directly into the upper White River basin. With the exceptions
.' of the runoff from the south and east parts of Fayetteville and
the extreme eastern parts of Springdale and Rogers, urban runoff
from the most heavily populated areas flows into the Illinois
River. Drinking-water supply and recreational use are the common
elements linking most NWA communities with respect to water-
quality needs. These represent the primary uses for justifying
future cooperative water-quality actions in the basin.
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~Qu'%:~e.i. in J.r.k.a.ns.a.a.
Regardless of the management strategy adopted, the organiza-
tion would have to work with or through several regulatory agencies
to implement water-quality control in Beaver Lak~ Several federal,
state, and local regulatory and government agencies presently have
legislative authority to regulate many actions related to water-
quality management in the reservoir and the upper White River basin.
,
These agencies tend to protect their authorities and 8hould there-
fore be incorporated into future plans to regulate water quality
at the community level.
Strategie8 and authorities for managing or regulating water
quality of point sources of pollution differ substantially from
those for nonpoint 8ources. This frequently complicates efforts
-"
to manage water quality and may result in more than one agency
being involved in regulating a 8pecific pollution source. Pro-
cedures for controlling point-source pollution are generally more
clearly defined than for nonpoint sources, and it is therefore
convenient to separate regulatory authorities on the basis of
how they function relative to the two major classifications of
nutrient sources. Much of the legislation governing pollution
of surface waters has been implemented fairly recently, and
strategies will continue to change. For example, the major
regulatory agencies have recently become more interested in the
lignificance of nonpoint pollution to surface waters. These
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interests may lead to legislative actions which place greater
responsibility on local communities to control these diffuse
pollution sources. The following agencies which have authority
to regulate various aspects of water quality in the Beaver
Lake basin.
~Qint. Scu~c.e.&
r.nui~O.Dme.Dtal -e.~at.e.c.t.iQn j,2e.nc.2. (r.u). The EPA is the
principal federal agency responsible for providing guidance in the
development of point and nonpoint source programs. It is a major
funding agency for municipal water improvement. Under the National
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) program, the DPC&E
.-
and EPA issue discharge permits jointly to municipalities.
hk.a.Dsaa ne.ua~t.me.nt. of E.allntia.n Co.nt.~al- and l.c.alQ.2.'P' (up.cu2.
As the principal agency entrusted with the administration of the
water quality regulatory program in Arkansas, DPC&E is authorized
-to conduct the following water quality activities in the Beaver
Lake watershed:
1) Administer and enforce all laws and regulations relating
to pollution of any waters in the State.
2) Investigate and conduct surveys to identify pollution
problems.
3) Set water-quality standards for waters in the State of
Arkansas, establish use classifications, and regulate
secondary treatment of discharge.
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4) Permit and license waste-treatment facilities.
5) Require waste-treatment plans for subdivisions located
less than 1/4 mile from a lake or reservoir.
~~anaa§--~~~~ent ~f Rea~~ Arkansas acts 96. 302. and
402 created and modified responsibilities of the agency. The
Department of Health exercises regulatory authority over sewer
construction. design criteria. and operator training. The agency
conducts inspections and approves the location. construction, !
operation. and maintenance of septic tanks and package plants for
urban or agricultural development. It has authority to regulate
improperly functioning units and impose penalties for violations.
CQUnti8~ The County Reorganization Act of 1977 gave
counties a large share of regulatory control over point sources.
The Act created the county planning boards. Responsibilities
of these boards are listed in Arkansas Statute 17-1109. County
: planning boards may administer ordinances controlling the
development of land with the approval of the Quorum Court.
~icinalit~g!- Cities are authorized to construct,
operate, and maintain waste treatment plants and all related
support structures. They may contract for the disposal of sewage
under Arkansas Statute 19-4116. First- or second-class cities are
granted authority to zone development by Arkansas Statute 19-2804.
S~hu~han ~~~~ent ni!~;i£t£. These districts ere created
by a petition from landowners with approval by the Quorum Court
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4) Permit and license waste-treatment facilities.
5) Require waste-treatment plans for subdivisions located
less than 1/4 mile from a lake or reservoir.
~~anaaa_~pa~tment ~fR6al~ Arkansas acts 96. 302. and
402 created and modified responsibilities of the agency. !he
Department of Health exercises regulatory authority over sewer
construction. design criteria. and operator training. The agency
conducts inspections and approves the location. construction.
operation. and maintenance of septic tanks and package plants for
urban or agricultural development. It has authority to regulate
., improperly functioning units and impose penalties for violations.
.Cauntia&. The County Reorganization Act of 1977 gave.
counties a large share of regulatory control over point sources.
The Act created the county planning boards. Responsibilities
of these boards are listed in Arkansas Statute 17-1109. County
: planning boards may administer ordinances controlling the
development of land with the approval of the Quorum Court.
¥uniciualitie~ Cities are authorized to construct.
operate. and maintain waste treatment plants and all related
support structures. They may contract for the disposal of sewage
under Arkansas Statute 19-4116. First- or second-class cities are
granted authority to zone development by Arkansas Statute 19-2804.
Subu~han ~n~g~~~nt ni!t~~. These districts are created
by a petition from landowners with approval by the Quorum Court
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under Arkansas Statute 20-702.
NQUUQiutSQUr.C2~.
Tbis area of water-quality management bas developed primarily
as a voluntary progr~ It deals primarily with agricultural and
silviculture activities wbicb bave bistorica11y been addressed
througb education. training, and limited cost-sbaring efforts.
~ Tbe agency bas national responsibility for oversigbt in
>
tbe development of nonpoint source programs.
nEC~Tbe agency bas responsibilities for nonpoint nutrient
control as detailed in Chapter 5 of the State of Arkansas Water
QU;a1ity Management Plan (1982).
~s.aa. SQi 1 and W:ate.~ CQns.e.r.1tatio.n CQIImli!s.iQU (STf\Cc). Tbe
'agency was designated by the Governor as the management agency for
implementation of the agricultural 208 water-quality management
plan. The agency is responsible for state-level water planning
as described under Arkansas Act 217. Arkansas statutes S8 21.1302-
..
21.1332. The Commission cooperates in the development of water
supplies associated with federal multipurpose reservoir projects.
~Q~tl =SQil and 'Wa.t.e.r. C~~e.r.'Kat.iQl1 llis.t.r.ic.t.a.. Tbese
organizations have responsibilities for nonpoint nutrient control
as originally outlined in Act 197 of 1937 and modified by ~_ct 14
of 1963. Tbe Conservation Districts have an elected board.
formulate long-range programs to govern the use of lands within
the Districts, and develop annual work plans. Tbey have a legal
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~structure to obtain voluntary land-user participation. Activities
of the Di.tricts are coordinated through area representation.
Ongoing nonpoint source programs include the following:
Agriculture Conservation Program
Forestry Incentive Program
Small Watershed Program "
Resource Conservation and Development Program -1
Conservation Operatio~s Program
Cooperative Extension Program
Soil and Water Loans
In addition, several management agencies work closely with Soil
.and Water Conservation Districts and the DPC&E to provide guidance
in the control of nonpoint and agricultural poi~t sources of .
~
pollution. These include the following organizations:
Soil Conservation Service
Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service .
.u.S. Forest Service (Management responsibilities are limited
to federal lands.)
A~kan&aa FQ~e&t~y ~i&&iQn. The agency provides guidance
on best management practices for forest resources and related
silviculture practice and influences water quality through these
recotmnendation..
A~auaa& I~ananQ~tati~ CQmmi~a~ The agency has authority
over toxic waste spills.
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A~au£aa Stata R~~~ Deu&~~~~ The agency influences
water quality through road and design construction activities.
Counties have responsibility for maintenance of county roads.
A~kan~& Game and ii~h ~i~~i~ Created by Constitutional
Amendment No. 35, the agency is responsible for the management,
restoration, conservation, and regulation of fish and wildlife
resources in the state.
Q1::aani%.&tiQn&l Stt:U~t.ur.e.~ ~d Rellr.e8.e.uta.t.i9B
Solutions to most water-quality problems in Beaver Lake will
involve the support of residents throughout the entire upper White
River basin, as many future management actions will depend on
voluntary participation and support by the public. Initially,
emphasis should be placed on imp~oving information transfer to
increase public awareness of existing and future water-quality
problems in the basin, providing accurate quantification of the many
potential point and nonpoint pollution sources and the feasibility
..of the control, and fostering the cooperation of the various COtllIlU-
nity interests and regulatory agencies. Substantive management
decisions will not be possible until these actions are taken and
the effect of reducing nutrient loading from the Fayetteville Waste
Treatment Plant is ascertained. Otherwise, implementation of
management actions will produce unknown benefits. The following
organizational alternatives reflect different levels of community
participation in managing future reservoir water-quality needs.
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A) Co.mmitte.e. a,f ie.ur.e&e.ut&ti~e.a fr.Qm HaiQr GQ~er.nini8
ie~ulatQr.2.and Que.~tinaA~en~ie.~ The least comple% and most
easily implemented organizational structure for addressing water-
quality needs would be a standing committee made up of representa-
tives from the various municipal and county governments, agricul-
tural interests, and the major regulatory and operating agencies.
It could be established under the Interlocal Cooperation Act
(Arkansas Statute No. 14,901-908). Initially, the committee would
provide information transfer concerning various water-quality
problems in the basin, elevate community awareness of important
long-term water-quality problems, and identify workable solutions
to e%isting and new water-quality concerns. It would not have
regulatory authority. The committee would be made up of the
following representatives: .
Elected members and local user groups
1) Four county governments, County judges or appointees
.2) Four to si% city governments, mayors or appointees
3) Soil and Water Conservation Diltrict, area
representative
4) Beaver Lake Water District, Director or appointee
5) Boone-Carroll Water District, Director or appointee
6) Northwest Arkansas Regional Planning Commission,
Director
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Public service representatives
1) Corps of Engineers, Resident Engineer
2) Soil Conservation Service, one representative
3) Arkansas Water Resources Research Center, Director
4) Department of Health
5) Department of Pollution Control and Ecology
6) Game and Fish Commission
B) ~ ~B.!:Bded o.r Mad.ified Beaver Lake Citi:.eua J.d1li&Q~~
Cammitte~ The Beaver Lake Citizens Advisory Committee was
formed to advise the Department of Pollution Control and Ecology
on water-quality needs in the upper White River basin. It has
been successful in encouraging the upgrading of Fayetteville's
waste treatment facility and has obtained a high leve"l of media
visibility in the NWA community. The committee does not receive
funding or have legal or regulatory authority, but it presently
has representation from several of the organizations listed in
Alternative A.
C) An -UUl1e1: ~ite Ri 'Ke.I: ~a..i~ CQXImtis.s.illn Q~:Wate.r.
Kas&gemantni&tr.i~~ Conceptually, the most efficient long-term
organizational structure to address water-quality needs in the
upper White River basin would be one in which a small working body
(either elected or appointed) would have oversite responsibility
to develop water policy and regulate land use in the basin.
With upgrading of the Fayetteville facility and the lack of high-
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visibility water-quality problems. it will be difficult to gain I
support for a commission or water management district.
Continued agricultural. urban. and industrial growth in
the watershed is certain. Tberefore. a gradual deterioration of
water quality in the tributary streams and at their confluences
with Beaver Lake can be expected over the next 10 to 20 years.
Tbe NWA community would benefit by formulating strategies to deal
with this development. Several local governments presently have
regulatory authority for planning and zoning within the watershed.
Tbe Nort~est Arkansas Regional Planning Commission has developed .
extensive land use guidance which includes areawide use plans.
This agency could serve an important role in coordinating
activities. .
As water-quality problems in~ensify. the development of a
Commission or Management District with regulatory powers may
become more appealing. Tbe development of a centralized authority
would require local governments and regulatory agencies to
relinquish some of their existing functions. Tbis appears highly
unlikely at present. A viable alternative would be to establish
a commission or Water Management District with no regulatory
authority. The function of the organization would be similar to
that outlined for Alternative A. As community leaders and the
general public broadened their understanding of the long-term
water-quality needs in the basin. the acquisition of appropriate
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regulatory authority would be possible. This could be accomplished
through a series of legislative actions and would require the
cooperation or consent of city and county governments in the
basin, inasmuch as they would be forfeiting some of their
regulatory authorities.
nir.e.c.t.Qr.
Hiring a qualified individual to serve as a Director is
critical to the long-term success of any of the organizational
alternatives described previously. Municipal and county
governments provide varied services, and elected officials must
deal with problems on the basis of their constituencies' interests
and needs. These extend far beyond water quality and result in
changing priorities. Maintaining continuity would be essential
to developing a sound water-quality-management prograD4 The
most efficient way to accomplish this is by assigning a salaried
individual (Director) the responsibility of permanently admin-
istering the program.
The Director should have strong technical skills in the area
of water-quality management and planning, and proven ability to
communicate effectively in both technical and lay terminology.
Salary should be commensurate with qualifications and experience
to insure obtaining and holding a qualified individual. Based
on perceived needs for the program, a Director could be employed
full-time or part-time to perform the following duties:
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1) Coordinate meetings and information transfer within the
management organization.
2) Act as liaison with other governing bodies. regulatory
and operating agencies. special interest groups. and
the general public to address pertinent water-quality
problems and control information exchange.
3) Oversee. or conduct. a program to monitor water quality
in Beaver Lake; conduct. or contract for, appropriate
statistical analyses of water quality data; and collate
and disseminate this information to interested parties.
4) Research area8 of water-quality concern a8 identified
by the management organization, locate expertise to
addres8 specific problem area8, and a88ist in developing
8ound propo8als and obtaining funds for needed work.
5) Conduct appropriate administrative functions a8 required
to insure sound fiscal operation of the organization.
i.~auc.ia.l .a.nd Le2.al Cans.id.e.ut.i~:!
.
.Obtaiuing a legal identity and a 8table financial base
is essential to the formation of a water-quality-management
organization. Initially, financial needs would be limited to
those required to pay a Director and support staff and provide a
modest operating budget. Legal considerations would vary with the
type of organizational structure recommended by this committee
and would change dramatically if the organization acquired
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regulatory authority. It is probable that a long-term water-
quality-management strategy would evolve or change. inasmuch as
a simple committee structure where community leaders gathered to
exchange information could progress through several stages and
culminate in a commission or management district authority with
regulatory and enforcement powers.
Several sources of potential funding should be explored.
Both the Beaver and Boone-Carroll water districts would benefit
substantially from an expanded community initiative to control
water quality in Beaver Lake. A small vater surcharge to users in
both districts could provide a significant part of the funding
needed to maintain a small staff and conduct monitoring and data
.analysis with a minimum of administration. Participating counties
and municipalities in the basin might also provide some fraction
of the operating cost. This would require that Quorum courts and
City boards first be apprised of the functions and benefits from
a basinwide approach.to water-quality management. A series of
.presentations to summarize these needs and benefits to the
respective communities. followed up with periodic updating of
accomplishments would be essential to maintain needed support for
a management organization. In addition. appropriate formulas to
assess each community's costs relative to the services provided
.would have to be factored into a management plan. A sales tax
should a.1so be explored. as most of the NWA area benefits from
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water supply and recreation. Finally. working agreements with
regulatory or management agencies to provide cost sharing and
coordination of ongoing monitoring programs should be included.
Initial funding would provide for the following activities:
1) Salary and fringe benefits for a Director and limited
8upport staff.
2) Office space. utilities. office supplies. and
transportation.
3) Funds to conduct or oversee a monitoring program
as outlined in Part 3.
4) Funds to maintain a clearinghouse for data and
published reports on the Beaver Lake watershed.
5) A ~ll contingency fund to address specific water'
quality or future needs.
Estimated annual cost of the above program should range
between $50.000 and $100.000. depending on the level of
.monitoring desired and the amount of coordination possible with
ongoing monitoring programs. However. $50.000-60.000 annually
would support a minimal effort.
93.
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Part 6. SUMMARY
Beaver Lake is physically and chemically similar to several
deep storage reservoirs in the southeastern United States which
have large storage capacities relative to annual inflows.
Nutrient concentrations in tributary streams may be high, but
movement of water through these impoundments is slow, and
nutrients are assimilated and deposited in uplake areas. This
produces nutrient and biological gradients which are highest near
sources of inflow. The reservoirs are efficient sinks for nitrogen,
phosphorus, and many pollutants.
On average, water quality of Beaver Lake compares favorably
with that of most other large reservoirs, although nutrient
concentrations in the major tributaries (especially the White
River) are much higher than desired. Consequently, the upstream
area of the reservoir experiences the most significant water
quality problems, while the main body of the impoundment maintains
.' excellent water quality. The intake for the Beaver Water District
is located far up1ake, and it is in this area that long-term
management actions must be directed.
The National Reservoir Research Program monitored dissolved
oxygen, water transparency, and fish communities in the reservoir
at monthly intervals from 1969 to 1980. These studies did not
indicate a measurable deterioration in water quality throughout
the period. There have been large year-to-year difference. in
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water quality as a result of variations in runoff. However, water
quality in the mid and lower reaches of the reservoir has remained
good 8ince it first reached power pool elevation in 1968. The
responses to annual variations in surface runoff suggest that
nonpoint nutrient 80urce8 may be more important to reservoir
production than previously thought, and the reservoir has a large
capacity for nutrient as8imilation which occur8 within a year,
and probably within a growing season.
Water quality and biological features of Beaver Lake have
been studied extensively since it began filling in early 1964.
Most of these have been short-term in nature and have limited
". application for a water-quality-management strategy. Several
fundamental data gaps still exist (see Section 4). and these pose
significant limitations for efficient resource management.
Measures of nutrient delivery from the many diverse point and
nonpoint 8ources in the basin are poorly defined. An accurate
.nutrient budget is needed to insure that future management
decisions target the primary nutrient sources. This should
include an evaluation of nutrient runoff during storms. Recent
studies on DeGray Lake, Arkansas, have shown that between 90
and 95 percent of the annual phosphorus load to that reservoir
occurs during storm events. Similar findings for Beaver Lake
would alter perceptions of the relative importance of different
nutrient 8ources and permit targeting of the ones which have the
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greatest impact on reservoir water quality. With upgrading of
the Fayetteville Waste Treatment Plant. much finer resolution
of the remaining pollution sources will be needed.
Quantitative information on sedimentation and nutrient
assimilation in the reservoir is also lacking. Studies to define
the fate of sediments and nutrients in the reservoir and the
levels of algal production associated with different nutrient
loadings would provide needed information on the assimulative
capacity of the reservoir~
Future land uses will .trongly influence reservoir water
quality and the amount of control that is feasible. Currently.
about 62 percent of the watershed is forested. 32 percent i.
.agricultural. and only about two percent is urban. Nutrient
loading from forest lands is lower than that from agricultural
and urban lands. Continued agricultural and urban growth will
result in the conversion of forest land. and increased nutrient
: concentration. in inflowing waters will occur. The extent to
which these may be offset by reductions from the upgrading of
the Fayetteville Waste Treatment Plant or by assimilation in the
reservoir presently are unknown.
Future water quality management will focus on nutrients
and pollutants from diverse point and nonpoint sources widely
distributed in the watershed. The most easily targeted of these
will be septic tanks. small package plants. and small agricultural
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point sources. The amount of control possible from greater regu-
lation of these sources may be limited, as other uses, 8ucb as
the land application of animal wastes, may contribute much greater
total quantities of nutrients. Recently completed studies by the
Soil Conservation Service indicated that only about one-half the
available pasture lands in the basin receive annual fertilizer
applications, and that most of these are within accepted agricul-
tural limits. These will not violate water-quality standards and
may require actions through BMPs to collectively produce small
improvements in water quality. Long-term commitments to planning,
education and training, monetary support, and regulation are
required to address these sources.
Several .tate and federal regulatory and management agencies
are working actively to maintain and protect water quality in the
basin. They have legislative authority to regulate many potential
problems. Formation of a basinwide management organization
..
with powers to regulate would require these agencies to divest
themselves of their existing authorities. This action is highly
unlikely, and involvement at the local level maybe limited
initially to an advisory capacity.
Development of a basinwide management program will be diffi-
cult because large multi-purpose project. like Beaver Lake affect
many constituencies with diverse interests. At a minimum, a
program would require the active participation of the four county
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governments, the larger municipalities, agricultural interests,
and the primary water users. Several of these local governments
have significant parts of their constituencies living outside the
basin where water quality needs may be perceived differently.
Selling a management plan will require the development of care-
fully designed programs to justify support by those residents who
live outside the watershed. Municipal water supply, recreation,
and the associated economic benefits are the primary factors which
should link the NWA community to the reservoir. They pr'ovide the
basis for future cooperation.
Residents of Northwest Arkansas are accustomed to very high-
water quality, as the region was historically forested with high
gradient streams. The rapid increase in population experienced
by the Northwest Arkansas area since the 1950s will 'continue,
and demands on Beaver Lake water will increase. Careful plan-
ning, a firm commitment of resources, and an understanding of
scientific, economic, and legal constraints will be needed to
.insure that the water quality of Beaver Lake does not deteriorate.
Currently, maintenance of good reservoir water quality has broad
public support. However, the transition from cleaning up highly
visible point sources to that of the many small nonpoint and
point sources that will be ameliorated only through extensive
management efforts may result in a rapid erosion of public
interest.
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Part 7. RECOMMENDATIONS
Water quality in the main body of Beaver Lake is pre8ently
good, and long-term monitoring studies by the former National
Reservoir Research Program have not indicated a significant
deterioration since impoundment. Upstream area8, and particularly
..the upper White River have experienced significant water-quality
problems which have been linked to the effluent of the Fayetteville
Waste Treatment Plant. With the solution to this problem, future
management needs will center on small point and nonpoint sources
in the basin. The Management Strategies Committee recognizes that
a sustained commitment by the residents of Northwest Arkansas is
.needed to insure that the future quality of water in Beaver Lake
remains suitable for'recreation and ~ater supply.
This report proposes a strategy for managing water quality in
Beaver~Lake which involves first quantifying contributions of
nutrients from different land-use practices throughout the water-
shed. Those sources which have the greatest potential for
degrading water quality would then be targeted for appropriate
management actions. Future actions will address diverse small
point and nonpoint sources. These efforts will require long-term
commitments and will depend heavily on land-use management and
voluntary programs sponsored by existing regulatory and management
agencies.
.
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Many short-term water-quality and biological studies have
been conducted on Beaver Lake and its major tributaries, and a
large base of historical and environmental data exists. Unfor-
tunately, these data have not been thoroughly evaluated. Most
studies have addressed specific problems with different sampling
protocols, and thi8 limits their value for targeting management
needs from a basinwide perspective. The following information
needs 8hould be evaluated a8 a basis for a water-quality-
management program.
1) Collate all historical vater quality and biological
information and establish a central rep08itory to maintain and
dis8eminate this information. Conduct a thorough analysi8 of.
existing data to define historical water-quality and biological
features of the reservoir, to determine rates at which changes in
future water quality are likely to occur, and to establish specific
.water quality standards for Beaver Lake based on historical data.
2) Develop an accurate nutrient budget for Beaver Lake.
This should quantify loadings of nutrients or pollutants which
enter the reservoir from major point and nonpoint sources and
define the role of storm runoff in delivery of nutrients and
other pollutants to the reservoir.
3) Conduct a study of patterns of sediment deposition,
concentrations of primary nutrients and potential toxic materials,
and algal production paths in the reservoir. This study would
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provide much needed information on the assimilative capacity of
the reservoir and the fate of imflowing nutrients.
4) Initiate a water-quality-monitoring program, as detailed
on pages 62-66. This program should be designed to detect impor-
tant changes in reservoir water quality and to assess the effects
::;:-'
,'0 of the upgrading of the Fayetteville Wa8te 'treatment Plant. Pro-
"
fessional Itaff is needed to insure continuity and quality control
for a monitoring program. Field 8ampling 8hould therefore be
conducted by a private contractor, Univer8ity personnel, or an
existing management agency.
B a & t. !!a.n:a. ~ eJIIe. ~ t Po r.:a. Co to i ~ e.: &
Over the long term, water quality in Beaver Lake will be .
a function of land use8 in the ba8in. County and municipal plan-
ning commissions currently have the authority to regulate urban
growth, and the Northwest Arkansas Regional Planning Commission
provides planning a8sistance for many communities in the basin.
,
Increased coordination among these planning element8 to insure
that environmental needs receive high priority is suggested.
Collectively, agricultural activities are a primary 8ource of
nutrient loading to the reservoir. The basin i8 not well 8uited
for row cropping, and animal wastes are the major agricultural
nutrient sources. Ongoing programs for BMP administered by the
Soil Conservation Service, the Soil and Water Conservation Com-
mission, county Soil and Water Conservation districts, and the
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Arkansas Forestry Commission warrant continued support, as they
have been effective in controlling the d~livery of sediments and
agricultural nutrients into the reservoir. These voluntary pro-
grams stress site-specific BMP for agricultural and silvicultural
activities in the basin. They are predicated on a close working
relationship with individual landowners and the development of
site-specific BMP. Incentives to promote broader participation
in these voluntary programs should be supported.
The Committee recognizes that long-term reductions in agri-
cultural wastes wiil depend on continued development of new tech-
nologies to provide alternate uses for waste materials. Ongoing
.or new research programs by the University of Arkansas Agricultural
Experiment Station and nearby federal agencies which address'
alternate uses for poultry and livestock wastes or wiser manage-
ment of forest resources should be supported.
Future development of the Beaver Lake basin will result in
.' an increased number of septic or on-site treatment plants.
Presently, the total quantity of effluent produced by these
sources is unknown, but it is probably small when compared to
total nutrient input from other land uses. An inventory should be
made to accurately determine the number of existing on-site units
in the basin. Future development should be monitored to identify
future problem areas. Procedures to insure that new systems are
properly inspected and approved by the Department of Healtb are
recommended. A cooperative arrangeme~t wherein a utility company
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delaya hook-up of services until proof of inspection by the Health
Department is provi~ed should be explored.
Control measures for urban runoff are difficult to imple-
ment. The quantities of primary nutrients and pollutants entering
the reservoir from urban runoff should be determined as part of a
nutrient-budget Itudy for the reservoir. Guidlines to minimize
erosion losses during construction activities should be developed.
This could be based on existing guidelines developed by the Soil
Conservation Service.
Lak a Han &2. ame.n t ~ 2. an i ~ to ~
Authorization for regulating water quality in Beaver Lake
currently restl with several federal, state, and local agencies .
and governments. A management strategy should not attempt
to usurp these authorities, but it should assume the role of
coordinating management and regulatory actions as described on
pages 77 and 78 of this report. Environmental needs of the
.Northwest Arkansas community could best be served through a lake-
management body. However, the area is made up of many commu-
nities with different water-use needs. The development of a
lake-management organization with regulatory functions will
likely require several years to implement, and it will probably
require enabling legislation at the state or federal levels. A
management strategy of the type developed in Wisconsin does not
appear feasible for Beaver Lake, as these large federally funded
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projects present much more complex regulatory and operational
responsibilities.
A lake-management body as described in organizational alter-
native A (pages 87-88) could be established with minimal effort.
However, it should be viewed as an interim step in which local
governments, water users, and operating agencies in the basin
would continue to meet to discuss common interests and needs and
to explore working relationships of the many diverse interests.
AciDlinis.t.utian and. [Imd~
A full- or part-time director is crucial to the success of
any long-term management organization. Hiring should be based
on the individual's demonstrated ability to perform duties as
detailed in Part 5 of this report.
.A minimal base leve.l of local funding in the amount of $50,000-
$60,000 would be required annually to fund a full-time or part-
time director and support staff, provide a repository for reser-
voir water-quality and biological data, and maintain a limited
.water-quality-monitoring program. This represents an essential
element in the development of any vater-quality-management plan.
The following potential sources of funding should be ezplore~
1) An annual assessment from each participating municipal
or county government to insure that these organizations maintain
a vested interest in the activities of the lake-management body.
2) A small surcharge on residential, commercial, and
industrial water users supplied by the Beaver Water District
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,and the Boone-Carroll Water Diatrict. A surcharge of $1.00 per
year for residential users and $5.00 per year for commercial
and industrial users could provide most of the funding needed to
finance a lake management organization, a center for reservoir
data, and a water quality monitoring progrmL
3) Ron-cash contributions from regulatory or management
agencies. These could include sample analysis for a monitoring
program or evaluation of special problems.
4) A minimal .ales tax. A small fraction of one percent
on sales in the four county area would be adequate to fund a
management program but might be difficult and costly to implement.
.
.
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